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The Medieval World

Chapter 1 - The Christian Empire 
Vocabulary:
1. Christendom - times and places where society was based on the Christian religion
2. basilica - a large or important church
3. ecumenical council - when bishops from the universal church gather in a meeting 

to discuss matters of doctrine and discipline
4. synod - a regional meeting of bishops to discuss matters of doctrine and discipline
5. Nicene Creed - a statement of belief written at the Council of Nicea
6. apostate - a Christian who abandons Christianity
7. miter - a tall hat worn by Catholic bishops

Time Line date:
313 - The Roman Empire is split into eastern and western halves
330 - Constantine renames Byzantium Constantinople
380 - Theodosius passes a law making Christianity the official religion of the Roman 
Empire

Famous People: Choose 3-4 to add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of 
Holiness)
Constantine - the first Christian Roman Emperor
Licinius - Emperor of the Eastern Roman Empire who was defeated by Constantine
Julian the Apostate - nephew of Constantine who tried to outlawed Christianity
Emperor Theodosius - Christian Roman Emperor who made Christianity the official 
religion of the Roman Empire
St. Ambrose - Archbishop of Milan who advised Theodosius

Further Reading:
St. Helena and the True Cross, Louis de Wohl
Spring Tide, Mary Ray
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The Medieval World

Chapter 1 Questions to Think About 
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1. How did Constantine’s victory over Licinius affect the Christians? 

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________  

2. Why is the Council of Nicea so important to us today? 
  
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________  
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________  

3.  What positive things did Theodosius do for the Church? 

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________  
  



The Medieval World

Chapter 2: The End of the Roman World


Vocabulary:
1. barbarian - a foreign invader from outside the Roman Empire
2. Doctor of the Church - a saint whose spiritual writings are of great importance

Time Line date:
410 - Alaric and the Visigoths attack Rome
476 - The collapse of the Western Roman Empire

Famous People: Choose 3-4 to add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness
Alaric - leader of the Visigoths
Theodosius  - Roman emperor who made Christianity the official religion of the    
Empire
St. Augustine -  bishop from Africa, Doctor of the Church who wrote City of God
Attila the Hun - Barbarian leader of the Huns
Pope Leo I - Saintly Pope who convinced Attila not to attack Rome
Justa Grata Honoria - sister of Emperor Valentinian III who sent Attila a gold ring

Further Reading:
Famous Men of the Middle Ages  - Chapters on Alaric the Visigoth and Attila the Hun
Fingal’s Quest, Madeleine Pollard
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Chapter 2 Questions to Think About


1. According to St. Augustine, why did God not protect the Christian Roman Empire 
from Barbarian invasions?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. Circle the two character traits that best describe Honoria:
vain humble selfish timid ambitious traitorous  
Give two points of evidence for your answers.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

3. Why did Rome fall? Give four reasons.
1.____________________________________________________________________
2.____________________________________________________________________ 
3.____________________________________________________________________
4.____________________________________________________________________
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Map Work: Barbarian invasions and the Roman Empire Divided
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1. Use a map of the Barbarian Invasions of the Roman Empire. https://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Invasions_of_the_Roman_Empire_1.png. Draw arrows 
showing where the following barbarian tribes came from and went to: Visigoths, Huns, 
Ostrogoths, Vandals, and Franks.

2. Use a map of the Divided Roman Empire. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Partition_of_the_Roman_Empire_in_395_AD.png.  Divide the Empire in half. Copy the 
outline of the Roman Empire and shade it in red. Use an atlas to label the main countries.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Invasions_of_the_Roman_Empire_1.png
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Invasions_of_the_Roman_Empire_1.png
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Partition_of_the_Roman_Empire_in_395_AD.png
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Partition_of_the_Roman_Empire_in_395_AD.png
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Partition_of_the_Roman_Empire_in_395_AD.png
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Chapter 2 Cumulative Review


1. Write the dates for the following events:

_________ - The Roman Empire splits into western and eastern halves.

_________ - Constantine renames Byzantium Constantinople.

_________ - Visigoths attack Rome.

_________ - Collapse of the Western Roman Empire.

2. Write the word that matches the definition. Use the words in the box:

a) ____________________________ - Eastern Roman Empire
b) ____________________________ - a very large, important church
c) ____________________________ - a saint whose spiritual writings were of great      

importance.
d) ____________________________ - a Christian who abandons Christianity
e) ____________________________ - times and places where society was based on 

the Christian religion.
f) ____________________________ - a meeting of bishops with the Pope to discuss 

matters of doctrine
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Chapter 3 - The Age of Justinian

Vocabulary:
1. Justinian Code - a collection of all the Roman Imperial laws
2. Hippodrome - an arena for chariot races in Constantinople
3. heresy - a belief that is contrary to orthodox Christian doctrine

Time Line date:
565 - Death of Justinian

Famous People: Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness
Justinian I - Emperor of the Eastern Roman Empire who reunited the Roman Empire
Belisarius - Famous general who won many battles for Justinian
Theodora - wife of Justinian I

Further Reading:
Famous Men of the Middle Ages - chapter on Justinian I
Belisaurus: The First Shall be Last, Paulo Belzoni - for advanced readers
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Chapter 3 Questions to Think About

1.   Why did Justinian decide to conquer the West back from the barbarians?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2.   Why did one historian write, “Justinian made a desert and called it peace”?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

3. Theodora had both a positive and negative influence on Justinian and his rule. 
Name one positive influence: 
______________________________________________________________________
Name one negative influence:
______________________________________________________________________
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Map work: The Roman Empire before and after Justinian

Look at the following map: Map of Byzantine Empire in 554 A.D, in green are Justinian's 
conquests. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Byzantinemax.png. Trace and copy 
the details of that map onto the map above, showing the Byzantine empire before 
Justinian’s rule (shade in red) and his conquests (shade in green). Mark the following: 
Mediterranean Sea, Black Sea, Constantinople, and Rome.
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Chapter 4 - The Rule of St. Benedict
Vocabulary:
1. monk - a man who dedicated his life to serving God by practicing poverty, chastity, 

and obedience
2. monastery - a special building where monks live
3. Rule of St. Benedict - a rule meant to govern life in a monastery, written by St. 

Benedict
4. abbot - the superior (head) of a monastery
5. cowl - a hood worn by monks
6. Benedictine - one who follows St. Benedict’s rule

Time Line date:
529 - St. Benedict establishes a monastery at Monte Cassino

Famous People: Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, 
or Hall of Holiness
St. Benedict -  Italian monk who was the founder of the 
Benedictine order
Pope St. Gregory the Great - Pope from 590-604 who 
was influenced by the Rule of St. Benedict and brought 
discipline and good government to the Church

Further Reading:
St. Benedict, Hero of the Hills, Mary Fabyan Windeatt
Famous Men of the Middle Ages - chapter on Benedict 
and Gregory
The Rule of St. Benedict, available online: http://www.documentacatholicaomnia.eu/03d/
0480-0547,_Benedictus_Nursinus,_Regola,_EN.pdf
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http://www.documentacatholicaomnia.eu/03d/0480-0547,_Benedictus_Nursinus,_Regola,_EN.pdf
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The Medieval World

Chapter 4 Questions to Think About

1. How do you think you can implement parts of St. Benedict’s Rule into your own life?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________

2. Maurus told Placid that Fr. Benedict worked the miracle to “show forth the power of 
faith and holy obedience.” How was Maurus faithful and obedient?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________

3. Name three ways St. Benedict’s monasteries preserved civilization.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 4 Cumulative Review

Date Review: Write the major event that happened on these dates:
313 _____________________________________________________________
330  _____________________________________________________________
410  _____________________________________________________________
476  _____________________________________________________________
529  _____________________________________________________________
565  _____________________________________________________________

Vocabulary: Match the word with the correct definition.
1. Ecumenical Council      a) foreign invader from outside the Roman Empire
2. Christendom                 b) a belief contrary to orthodox Christian teaching
3. abbot                             c) When society was based on Christianity        
4. heresy                           e) the head or superior of a monastery
5. barbarian                       f) gathering of bishops from the universal church

Who Am I?
1. I was a Doctor of the Church from Hippo, Africa. _______________________ (Ch.2)
2. I legalized Christianity in the Roman Empire. ________________________ (Ch. 1)
3. I was a famous general who defeated many barbarian tribes and helped to reunite 

the Roman Empire. ___________________________ (Ch. 3)
4. I walked on water to save Brother Placid from drowning. ________________ (Ch. 4)
5. In a fit of rage, I had 7000 Thessalonians killed. _____________________ (Ch. 1)
6. I had seventy-five thousand warriors and was the leader of the Huns. The Romans 

were terrified of me. __________________________ (Ch. 2) 
7. I compiled all the laws of the Roman Empire and wrote the Justinian Code. 

__________________________ (Ch. 3)
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Chapter 5 - The Irish Missions 
Vocabulary:
Gael - Irish tribe of people who lived in small villages and spoke Gaelic
Druids - powerful group of pagan priests in Ireland
Gaul - country in Europe now known as France
missionary - a Christian who goes to a pagan land to spread the teachings of Christ

Time Line date:
460 - death of St. Patrick

Famous People: Choose 3-4 to add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness
St. Patrick - great Christian missionary who established the faith in Ireland
St. Brigid - founder of the the first convent for nuns in Ireland
St. Enda - founder of the first monastery school in Aran Mor, Ireland, from which came 
many great saints.
St. Columba - student of St. Enda who became the Apostle of Scotland
St. Brendan - an Irish monk who is believed to have sailed to North America

Further Reading:
The Man Who Loved Books, Jean Fritz 
(biography of St. Columba)
Heroes of God’s Church, Fr. Henry Malimore - 
Chapters on St. Patrick and St. Columba
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The Medieval World

Chapter 5 Questions to Think About 

1. How did St. Patrick’s years in captivity prepare him for his great calling to be a 
missionary?

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. When you read the story of St. Patrick and the miracle of the pigs, what virtue of 
Patrick’s is most evident? Why?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

3. Why was Ireland called the kingdom of saints and scholars?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

4. Who said it?
“ I often prayed as much as a hundred times every day and as many at night.”
________________________________________
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St. Patrick’s Breast Plate 

According to tradition, St. Patrick wrote a prayer of protection in 433 A.D. before 
converting the pagan King Leoghaire to Christianity. It is known as “St. Patrick’s Breast 
Plate”. These fifteen lines are the shortened form. Copy it onto the next page and 
memorize. 

Christ with me, 
Christ before me, 
Christ behind me, 

Christ in me, 
Christ beneath me, 
Christ above me, 

Christ on my right, 
Christ on my left, 

Christ when I lie down, 
Christ when I sit down, 

Christ when I arise, 
Christ in the heart of every man who thinks of me, 
Christ in the mouth of everyone who speaks of me, 

Christ in every eye that sees me, 
Christ in every ear that hears me. 
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St. Patrick’s Breast Plate 
____________________________________________ 
____________________________________________ 
____________________________________________ 
____________________________________________ 
____________________________________________ 
____________________________________________ 
____________________________________________ 
____________________________________________ 
____________________________________________ 
____________________________________________ 
____________________________________________ 
____________________________________________ 
____________________________________________ 
____________________________________________ 
____________________________________________ 
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Chapter 6 - The Church’s Eldest Daughter 

Vocabulary:
Merovingians - Frankish kings who lived in northern Gaul (France)

Time Line Date:
496 - Baptism of Clovis and the birth of the France

Famous People: Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness
St. Clotilde - first Christian Queen of France, wife of Clovis
Clovis - King of Franks who made laws based on Christian teachings
St. Remigius - Bishop of Reims who taught and baptized Clovis

Further Reading:
St. Clotilde: The First Christian Queen of France Tells Her Story, Blandine Male and 
Helene Fabe-Henriet
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The Medieval World

Chapter 6 Questions to Think About 

1. How was the conversion of Clovis similar to that of Constantine? (You might need to 
re-read Ch. 35 of The Story of Civilization Vol. 1, The Ancient World )

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. During Medieval times, it was common for kings to arrange the marriages of their 
daughters, who often had very little say in the matter. This was the case with Clotilde, 
who saw God’s Will in her father’s plans.  How might you know what God’s will is for 
you?

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Map Work: The Frankish Kingdom of Clovis 

Find a map of the Conquests of Clovis. (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Conquests_of_Clovis.png) Shade the conquests of Clovis in green. Shade 

Burgundy (where Clotilde came from) in purple. Mark and label Reims and Chalon.
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Chapter 6 Cumulative Review 

1. Date Review: Write the dates for the following events:
________ - The Roman Empire splits into western and eastern halves.
________ - Constantine becomes sole ruler of the Roman Empire
________ - Christianity becomes the official religion of the Roman Empire
________ - Collapse of the Western Roman Empire.
________ - death of St. Patrick
________ - Baptism of Clovis and the birth of the France
________ - St. Benedict establishes a monastery at Monte Cassino
________  - Death of Justinian

2. Vocabulary: Write the word that matches the definition. Use the words in the box.

_______________________ - a tall hat worn by Catholic bishops
_______________________ - Frankish kings who lived in northern Gaul (France)
_______________________ - a large or important church
_______________________ - a collection of all the Roman Imperial laws
_______________________ - country in Europe now known as France
_______________________ - powerful group of pagan priests in Ireland

3. Who Am I?
a) I said Mass for Queen Clotilde in her private chapel and often talked to Clovis about 

Christianity. _________________________ (Ch. 6)
b) b) I was a student of St. Enda and founded monasteries in Scotland. 

____________________________ (Ch. 5)
c) I was a hermit who lived in a cave before I founded the Benedictine order. 

_______________________ (Ch. 4)
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missionary druid Gaul Merovingians abbot

monk heresy Justinian Code basilica miter
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Chapter 7 - The Coming of the Moors 
Vocabulary:
Arabs - nomadic (wandering) people who lived on the Arabian Peninsula
caravan - a large group of merchants who transported goods on wagons on camels
Islam - literal word for “submission”; refers to Mohammed’s teachings
Muslim - one who follows Mohammed’s teachings
Holy Trinity - the Christian belief that God is one Being with three persons
caliph -a  political and religious head (leader) of the Islamic religion
Quran - the holy book of Islam
Moors - Muslim invaders

Time Line Date:
610 - Mohammed begins the Muslim religion

Famous People: Choose 3-4 to add to Hall 
of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness
St. Isidore - a bishop of Seville, who 
influenced the Visigothic Kings of Spain
King Reccared - Visigothic King who converted to Catholicism
Mohammed - an Arab merchant and Islamic prophet who founded Muslim religion
King Roderic - a Visigothic King of Spain
Sisibert - a Visigothic nobleman who betrayed King Roderic
Pelayo - a Visigothic nobleman who fought off the Moors

Further Reading:
Famous Men of the Middle Ages, Chapter on Mohammed
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The Medieval World

Chapter 7 Questions to Think About 

1. During the 7th and 8th centuries, Christianity and Islam were both spreading. 
However, the Christian approach to spreading the faith was very different from the 
Muslim approach. How so?

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. In the New Testament, Jesus warns, “Every kingdom divided against itself is brought 
to desolation, and every city or house divided against itself will not stand.” (Mt 12:25) 
How is this statement true for King Roderic, Sisbert, and the Visigothis nobles? Do you 
think the Visigoths would have been able to withstand the Moors if they had been 
united?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Map Work: Islamic Conquests of the 7th and 8th Centuries

   Expansion under the Prophet Muhammad, 622-632
   Expansion during the Patriarchal Caliphate, 632-661
   Expansion during the Umayyad Caliphate, 661-750

1. Find a map of the region of Asturias. (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Map_Iberian_Peninsula_750-en.svg)
Shade the region of Asturias onto this map in green. This is the area that the Moors 
were unable to conquer because of Don Pelayo and his valiant army. 
2. Use an atlas to determine which modern day countries were partially or totally 
conquered by the Muslims from 622-750. Label them on the map or list them below:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 8 - The Carolingians
Vocabulary:
Papal bull - a document issued by the Pope about an important matter
Papal States - the Church’s own territory
Carolingian - the family of Charles Martel, Pepin, and Charlemagne
Carolingian Renaissance - a rebirth of the learning and building that had died out 
since the fall of Rome

Time Line Date:
732 - Charles Martel defeats the Moors 
at the Battle of Tours
800 - Charlemagne is crowned Holy 
Roman Emperor

Famous People: Choose 3-4 to add to 
Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of 
Holiness
Charles Martel - Frankish mayor of the 
palace who defeated the Moors at the Battle of Tours
Pepin the Short - son of Charles Martel who became King of the Franks in 751
Childeric III - Merovingian King who was deposed by Pepin the Short
Pope Zachary II - Pope who issued a papal bull stating that a king with no power 
should not rule
Charlemagne - “Charles the Great”, son of Pepin. Great Frankish ruler who was 
crowned Holy Roman Emperor by Pope Leo

Further Reading:
Son Of Charlemagne, Barbara Willard
Famous Men of the Middle Ages, Chapters on Charles Martel and Pepin the Short,  and 
Charlemagne
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Chapter 8 Questions to Think About
1. The Battle of Tours (Oct. 10, 732) is known as one of history’s most crucial and 

decisive battles. Why do you think this is? How do you think this battle effected 
Christianity? Do you think that although the battle happened more than 1000 years 
ago, it could have affected your life? Why or why not?

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. Like many great rulers before him, Charlemagne did many wonderful things for his 
people and for the Church. However, he was not perfect. What were some of the 
positive things he did, and what were some of his mistakes? 

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Map Work: Europe in 814

1. Find a map of Europe in 814. (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Europe_in_814,_Charlemagne,_Krum,_Nicephorus_I.png)  Outline, color, and 
label the following: Carolingian Empire (Frankish Empire), Emirate of Cordoba 
(region conquered by Muslims), Kingdom of Asturias, and the Byzantine Empire.

2. Label the following cities: Aachen, Rome, Constantinople.
3. Which modern-day countries were a part of the Carolingian Empire? List them here:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 8 Cumulative Review

1. Remember these rulers! Write the date and put them in order.
_____ - Theodosius makes Christianity the official religion of the Roman Empire
_____ - Charlemagne’s Coronation
_____ - Baptism of Clovis
_____ - Charles Martel defeats the Moors at the Battle of Tours
_____ - Constantine renames Byzantium Constantinople

2. Vocabulary: Match each word with its definition

1. Merovingians a) Muslim invaders

2. Carolingians b) nomadic people who lived on the Arabian Peninsula

3. Arabs c) a  political and religious head of the Islamic religion

4. Muslim d) the family of Charles Martel, Pepin, and Charlemagne

5. Caliph e) those who follow Mohammed’s teachings

6. Moors f) Frankish kings who lived in northern Gaul (France)

Date Ruler

1

2

3

4

5
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Chapter 9 - The Conversion of Europe 

Vocabulary:
missionary - someone who is sent forth to bring the Christian faith to others
Hessians - a pagan Germanic tribe
vow of celibacy - a sacred promise not to marry anyone

Famous People: Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness
St. Boniface - a missionary monk who 
evangelized  Germany
St. Anskar - a Frankish missionary 
monk who preached to the people of 
Scandanavia, also known as the 
Apostle to the North
Sts. Cyril and Methodius - brothers 
who evangelized the Slavs

Further Reading:
Heroes of God’s Church, Fr. Henry 
Malimore, read chapter on St. Boniface
Bring Me an Ax: A Story of St. Boniface of 
Germany, Br. Roberto
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Chapter 9 Questions to Think About 

1. How did the monks’ vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience enable them to win the 
trust of the barbarians?

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. Faith often gives rise to courage. How did St. Boniface’s faith give him the courage to 
chop down Thor’s Oak even when a storm came up?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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The Medieval World

Chapter 10 - Anglo-Saxon England 

Vocabulary:
mercenaries - soldiers for hire who work merely for money
Heptarchy - the seven kingdoms of Britain: Kent, Essex, Sussex, Wessex, 
Northumbria, Mercia, and East Anglia
Vikings - pagan warriors from northern Europe

Time Line Date:
597 - Pope Gregory I sends Augustine to England
886 - Alfred the Great drives the Danes out of 
Wessex

Famous People: Choose 3-4 to add to Hall of 
Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness
Vortigern - a powerful noble who ruled Britain 
after the Romans left
Hengist and Horsa - Anglo-Saxon mercenaries 
who took over Vortigern’s kingdom
St. Augustine of Kent - a Benedictine monk who was sent by Pope Gregory the Great 
to evangelize England
King Ethelbert - King of Kent who became Christian
King Alfred the Great - Anglo-Saxon Christian king who drove the Danes out of 
Wessex

Further Reading:
Augustine Came to Kent, Barbara Willard
Beorn the Proud, Madelaine Polland
Famous Men of the Middle Ages - chapter on King Alfred the Great
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Chapter 10 Questions to Think About 

1. Vortigern hired mercenaries to fight the pagans who were attacking Britain, but this 
back-fired on him. What is the problem with hiring mercenaries?

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. What can you tell about King Alfred’s character from reading this chapter? List at 
least two virtues he had and give examples/evidence.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Map Work: Missionary Saints and Viking Warriors 

1. Color Ireland, Scotland, England, Scandinavia (Denmark, Norway, and Sweden), 
and the Balkans in yellow. In blue, write the name of the saint(s) who evangelized 
each country/region.

2. In red, write Norse in Norway, Danes in Denmark, and Swedes in Sweden. These 
are where the Vikings came from. Draw a red arrow from Denmark to England, 
showing that the Danes attacked England. Draw a red arrow from Norway to 
France. In the next chapter, you will read how the Norse came to settle in France. 
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Chapter 10 Cumulative Review 

1. Dates to Remember: Fill in these important dates in Church History.
_____ - Theodosius makes Christianity the official religion of the Roman Empire
_____ - death of St. Patrick
_____ - Baptism of Clovis and the birth of the France
_____ - St. Benedict establishes a monastery at Monte Cassino
_____ - Pope Gregory I sends Augustine to England
_____ - Charles Martel defeats the Moors at the Battle of Tours
_____ - Charlemagne is crowned Holy Roman Emperor

2. Write the word that matches the definition. Use the words in the box:

__________________ - soldiers for hire who work merely for money
__________________ - the seven kingdoms of Britain
__________________ - a pagan Germanic tribe
__________________ - someone who is sent forth to bring the Christian faith to others
__________________ - a document issued by the Pope about an important matter
__________________ - the family of Charles Martel, Pepin, and Charlemagne

3. Who Am I?
a) I founded a monastery school on Aran Mor where many kings, nobles, and saints 

were educated. _________________________ (Ch. 5)
b) I accidentally burned the cakes of a peasant woman while I was deep in thought 

about fighting the Danes. ________________________ (Ch. 10)
c) I was a very short noble who captured the Merovingian King Childeric, cut off his 

long hair,  and became King of the Franks. __________________ (Ch. 8)
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d) I chopped down Thor’s Oak. ________________________ (Ch. 9)

Chapter 11 - The Normans
Vocabulary:
High Middle Ages - the 11th, 12th, and 13th centuries 
chain mail - a coat of armor made of thousands of tiny interlocking metal rings
lance - a very long spear used for fighting on horseback
right of sanctuary - a law stating that anyone could hide inside a church and no one 
could use violence to bring him out

Time Line Date:
911 - Charles the Simple gives the Norse land in Northern France

Famous People: Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of 
Shame, or Hall of Holiness
Rollo - a Norse viking war captain who 
settled in a region called Normandy
Charles the Simple - a Carolingian king who 
gave Rollo and the Norse land in northern 
France
St. Aubert - the monk who built the 
Benedictine Abbey Mont Saint - Michel
Richard Strongbow - Norman leader who 
conquered much of Ireland

Further Reading:
The Story of Rolf and the Viking Bow, Allen French
Sword of Clontarf, Charles Brady
Famous Men of the Middle Ages, chapter on Rollo the Viking
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Chapter 11 Questions to Think About

1. Compare Alfred the Great with Charles the Simple in their treatment of the vikings.  
Name three ways they were similar.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. How did the Church curb the Normans’ thirst for battle?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 12 - The Norman Conquest of England 

Vocabulary:
tapestry - an embroidered cloth with pictures or designs that tell a story

Time Line Date:
1066 - Duke William of Normandy conquers Saxon England at the Battle of Hastings

Famous People: (Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness)
King Ethelred the Unready - Saxon king who was driven from his throne by the Danes
St. King Edward (the Confessor) - the Anglo-Saxon king who had been raised in 
Normandy
Harold Godwinson - Anglo-Saxon noble and warrior who was proclaimed King of 
England after the death of St. Edward but who was defeated by William the Conquerer
William the Conquerer - Norman King of England who defeated the Anglo-Saxons at 
the Battle of Hastings
Matilda - wife of William the Conquerer who over saw the making of a tapestry 
depicting the Battle of Hastings
Count Eustace - one of King William’s most trusted generals

Further Reading:
Famous Men of the Middle Ages - Chapters on Edward the Confessor and William the 
Conqueror
The King’s Shadow - Elizabeth Alden
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Chapter 12 Questions to Think About 

1. Who do you think was the rightful heir to St. Edward and King of England - Harold 
Godwinson (the Ango-Saxon noble) or Duke William of Normandy? Give at least two 
arguments to support your claim.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. During the Battle of Hastings, the Ango-Saxons had the advantage of being up on a 
hill, and they had their Shield Wall. They were physically impenetrable. However, they 
had some weaknesses which led to their defeat. What were they? Name and describe 
at least two.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Map Work: The Anglo-Saxon Kingdom, Normandy, and the Battle of Hastings

1. Find maps that will show you the Anglo-Saxon kingdom and Normandy, such as:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Battle_of_Hastings_map.jpg

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Le_royaume_des_Francs_sous_Hugues_Capet-en.svg

2. Outline and color the Kingdom of the Anglo-Saxons in green. Outline and color 
Normandy in red. Mark and label: The English Channel, London, Hastings. Draw a red 
arrow showing William’s path across the English Channel to Hastings. 
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Chapter 12 Cumulative Review 

Date Review: Fill in the blanks.
1. 313 - The Roman Empire is split into __________________ and _______________ 

halves.
2. 380 - ___________________ makes Christianity the official religion of the Western 

Roman Empire.
3. 476 - ____________________ of the Western Roman Empire.
4. 496 - Baptism of ___________________.
5. 529 - St. Benedict establishes a monastery at _____________ ________________.
6. 597 - Pope Gregory I sends _____________________ to England.
7. 732 - Charles Martel defeats the Moors at the ______________ ____ __________.
8. ______ - Charlemagne is crowned Holy Roman Emperor.
9. 886 - ______________ ____ _______________ drives the Danes out of Wessex.
10. 1066 - Duke William of Normandy conquers Saxon England at the 

________________ ____ __________________.

2. Write the word that matches the definition. Use the words in the box:

1. _____________________ - an embroidered cloth with pictures that tell a story
2. _____________________ - a law stating that anyone can hide in a church and be 

safe
3. ______________________- a coat of armor made of tiny metal rings
4. ______________________ - a special building where monks live
5. ______________________ - soldiers for hire who work merely for money
6. ______________________ - the family of Charles Martel, Pepin, and Charlemagne
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Chapter 13 - The Crusades 
Vocabulary:
schism - a split in the church
papal legate - a representative of the pope who can make decisions on his behalf
excommunicate - to remove someone from the church and deprive him/her from the 
sacraments
pilgrim - a person who journeys to a sacred place for religious reasons
Seljuks - barbarian tribe of Islamic Turks who attacked Byzantine lands
crusader - “cross-bearer”, a person who went to fight the Muslims in the Holy Land
King’s Crusade - the Third Crusade led by the Kings of England, France, and Germany
siege towers - transportable towers used to scale the walls of cities and forts
military order - a band of knights who took religious vows
chivalry - the code of conduct expected of a knight which included courage, honor, and 
readiness to help the weak
Templars - Knights of the Temple
Hospitallers - Knights of St. John
Teutonic Knights - Knights of the Order of the German Brotherhood of St. Mary of 
Jerusalem

Famous People: Choose 3-4 to add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness
Michael Cerularius - Bishop of Constantinople who was excommunicated for 
condemning Latin Christianity
Emperor Alexius - Byzantine Emperor who asked Pope Urban for help against the 
Muslims
Pope Urban II - the Pope who called for Crusade to help Christians in the Holy Land
Duke Godfrey of Bouillon - French lord who led the French army in the First Crusade 
and captured Jerusalem
Raymond of Toulouse - French lord who fought in the First Crusade
Bohemond of Taranto - French lord who fought in the First Crusade
Saladin - Muslim leader who fought the Crusaders
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King Richard (the Lion-Heart) - King of England who led the Third Crusade
King Philip Augustus of France - King of France who led the Third Crusade
Emperor Frederick Barbarossa - Emperor of Germany who led the Third Crusade

Time Line Dates:
1054 - The Great Schism splits the Church between East and West
1099 - The First Crusade captures Jerusalem from the Muslims
1187 - Saladin recaptures Jerusalem and expels the Christians
1192 - Richard the Lion-heart and Saladin make a truce to end the Third Crusade

Further Reading:
The Blue Gonfalon at the First Crusade, Margaret Ann Hubbard
The Adventures of Robin Hood,  R.L. Green. This book takes place in England when 
King Richard was on Crusade.
Big John’s Secret, Eleanor Jewett
Famous Men of the Middle Ages - chapters on Peter the Hermit, Frederick Barbarossa, 
Henry the Second and His Sons
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Chapter 13 Questions to Think About 
1. According to the Catechism of the Catholic Church, there are four conditions that 

make a war just:
1. the damage inflicted by the aggressor on the nation or community of nations     

must be lasting, grave, and certain;
2. all other means of putting an end to it must have been shown to be impractical     

or ineffective;
3. there must be serious prospects of success;
4. the use of arms must not produce evils and disorders graver than the evil to be 
    eliminated. The power of modem means of destruction weighs very heavily in     

evaluating this condition. (CCC 2309)

Why did the Christians go on Crusade? Give at least two reasons. Based on the 
conditions for a just war, do you think the Crusades were just? Do you think the 
Crusades met the conditions for a just war? Why or why not? Do you have enough 
information to know if the Crusades met all the conditions for a just war?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. Were the Crusades a success or a failure? Give at least three reasons for your 
answer.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Map Work: The Third Crusade

1. Find a map of the Third Crusade.  https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:The_Third_Crusade_(1189-1192).png

2. Draw the path of the English fleet in green dotted lines. Draw the path of the King 
Richard and his army over land in green. Draw the path of the French fleet in blue 
dotted lines. Draw the path of Philip II and his army over land in blue. Draw the path 
of Frederick Barbossa’s and his army in red. Mark the spot of Frederick’s death with 
a cross. 

3. Trace the borders of the Byzantine Empire and color it yellow. Trace the borders of 
Islamic lands in and color them grey. These include the Sultanate of Iconium, the 
Ayyubid Emirate, the Almohad Caliphate. Trace the borders of the Crusader 
possessions after the Third Crusade and color them red.

4. Mark and label: London, Paris, Cologne, Constantinople, Tyre, and Jerusalem.
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Chapter 14 - The Investiture Controversy
Vocabulary:
layman - a non-ordained member of the Church
lay investiture - when a bishop is given his staff and ring (part of the ordination 
ceremony) by a king or a layman in power
simony - the buying and selling of Church offices (positions of authority in the Church)
concordat - an agreement the Church enters into with the government of a nation

Famous People: Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or 
Hall of Holiness
Otto the Great - Holy Roman Emperor who insisted he 
had the right to choose the pope
Pope Gregory VII - Pope who ended the Holy Roman 
Emperor’s right to select the pope
Emperor Henry IV - The Holy Roman Emperor at who 
was excommunicated and made war on Pope Gregory VII
Emperor Henry V - son of Henry IV who signed the 
Concordat of Worms
Pope Callixtus - Pope who ended the Investiture 
Controversy at the Concordat of Worms

Time Line Date:
1122 - Concordat of Worms ends lay investiture in the Church

Further Reading:
Where Valor Lies: A Story of the Crusades, Adele and Cateau De Leeuw
If All the Swords in England, Barbara Willard
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Chapter 14 Questions to Think About

1. What is lay investiture? Give at least two reasons why lay investiture is not good for 
the Church.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2.  Whose power is more important? The priest’s power or the king’s power? Give two 
reasons for you answer.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 14 Cumulative Review
1. Dates to Remember: Fill in these important dates:
__________ - Charles Martel defeats the Moors at the Battle of Tours
__________ - Alfred the Great drives the Danes out of Wessex
__________ - William of Normandy conquers Saxon England at the Battle of Hastings
__________ - The First Crusade captures Jerusalem
__________ - Saladin recaptures Jerusalem
__________ - King Richard and Saladin make a truce to end the Third Crusade

2. Write the word that matches the definition. Use the words in the box:

______________________- a non-ordained member of the church
______________________ - to remove someone from the church
______________________ - the buying and selling of Church offices
______________________ - Islamic Turks who attacked Byzantine lands
______________________ - someone who went to fight the Muslims in the Holy Land
______________________ - a split in the church

3. Who said it?
1. “I refuse to wear a crown of gold where Christ wore a crown of thorns.” 

___________________________________ (Ch. 13)
2. “Before a man can be forgiven, he must repent. One cannot repent while denying he 

has sinned.”  __________________________ (Ch. 14)
3. “Knights of Normandy, charge!” _________________________________ (Ch. 12)
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Chapter 15 - The Medieval Church 

Vocabulary - no new words this week!

Famous People: (Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness)
St. Bernard of Clairvaux - Cistercian monk and great preacher of the Middle Ages

Time Line Date:
1215 -  Fourth Lateran Council defines the Church’s teaching on transubstantiation (the 
transformation of the bread and wine into the Body and Blood of Christ at Mass)

Further Reading:
The Hidden Treasure of Glaston, Eleanore M. Jewett
Red Falcons of Tremoine, Hendry Peart
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Chapter 15 Question to Think About 

1. During the Middle Ages, many monks stopped doing manual labor. This was 
because many nobles who became monks thought that doing manual work was 
beneath their dignity. Think of at least two reasons why doing manual labor is good 
for the soul.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 16 - Knighthood and Medieval Warfare 

Vocabulary:
knight - a man of noble birth who served his lord in battle as a mounted warrior
page - a boy in training for combat at the house of a nobleman
squire - a personal servant to a lord in battle
heraldry - all the symbols and colors of noble families
chivalry - the code of conduct expected of a knight which included courage, honor, and 
readiness to help the weak
skirmishers - large disorganized groups of men with long knives, slings, and clubs who 
were sent out to fight before or after a battle
cross-bow - a bow and arrow attached to a stock which fires like a gun
bolt - an arrow of a cross-bow
castle - a very large fortress made of stone
vassals - people who served or pledged loyalty to their lord

Famous People: (Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness)
St. Louis IX - King of France who fought in the crusades and upheld the ideals of 
chivalry

Time Line Date:
1270 - St. King Louis IX dies on Crusade

Further Reading:
St. Louis and the Last Crusade, Margaret Ann Hubbard
Heroes of God’s Church - chapter on St. Louis
The Last Baron: A Story of England in the Year 1200, Allen 
French
Famous Men of the Middle Ages - Chapter on Louis IX
Castle Diary: The Journey of Tobias Burgess, Richard Platt
Castle, David Macaulay
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Chapter 16 Questions to Think About 

1. What were the ideals of chivalry? Why was chivalry so important in the Middle 
Ages?

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. How do you think chivalric treatment of women in the Middle Ages differed from 
treatment of women in Ancient Times?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

3. Is chivalry something that young men today should aspire to? Why or why not?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 16 Cumulative Review 

1. Remember these events! Write the date and put them in order.
_______ - St. King Louis IX dies on Crusade
_______ - Charlemagne’s Coronation
_______ - The First Crusade captures Jerusalem
_______ - Charles Martel defeats the Moors at the Battle of Tours
_______ - Collapse of the Western Roman Empire

2. Vocabulary: Match each word with its definition

1. page a) all the symbols and colors of noble families

2. lay investiture b) towers used to scale the walls of cities and forts

3. siege tower c) when a bishop is given his staff and ring by a layman

4. papal legate d) people who served or pledged loyalty to their lord

5. vassals e) a representative of the pope

6. heraldry f) a boy in training for combat at the house of a nobleman

Date Event

1

2

3

4

5
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Chapter 17 - Reconquista 

Vocabulary:
Andalusia - the Muslim part of Spain
Reconquista - “reconquest”, the centuries-long struggle of Spanish Christians to take 
their land back from the Moors, lasting from 718 - 1492
Santiago de Compostela - the biggest Shrine in Spain dedicated to St. James

Famous People: (Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness)
St. Fernando III - the most renowned Spanish king of the Reconquista

Time Line Date:
1492 - end of the Reconquista

Further Reading:
Famous Men of the Middle Ages - Chapter on El Cid
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Chapter 17 Questions to Think About 

1. How did the Moors treat the Christians of Andalusia?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. In the face of such violent persecution, what do you think gave Christians the strength 
to keep their faith and fight back the Moors?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Map Work: The Reconquista

Copy the maps on p. 152 of the textbook on the maps above. On each map, include the 
years and label the different regions/kingdoms.  Color each region a different color. 
Label the Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea.
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Chapter 18 - Literature of the Middle Ages
Vocabulary:
literature - all the written works a civilization produces
hagiographies - stories of the lives of the saints
annals - records of everything that happened in a monastery or kingdom throughout the 
year
epic - a long poem about a warrior-hero
chansons de geste - French tales of brave Frankish warriors
romance - a story in which a person faces a test of his character
troubadour - a wandering poet who would recite poems for the nobility, often 
accompanied by a lute or a musical instrument

Famous People: (Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness)
Dante Alighieri - Italian poet who wrote The Divine Comedy
Geoffrey Chaucer - English poet who write The Canterbury Tales

Famous Medieval Literature:
Beowulf - epic poem that tells the story of a hero, Beowulf, who saves Denmark from a 
terrible monster
Song of Roland - French poem about Roland, a knight of Charlemagne
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight - a medieval romance
Divine Comedy - an imaginary account of Dante’s pilgrimage through Hell, Purgatory, 
ad Heaven
The Canterbury Tales - a collection of short stories

Further Reading:
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, Trans. J.R.R. Tolkein
King Arthur and His Knights of the Round Table, R.L. Green
Beowulf: Dragon Slayer, Rosemary Sutcliffe
Adam of the Road, Elizabeth Gray
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Chapter 18 Questions to Think About

1. Why do you think poets and troubadours were so important in the Middle Ages? Do 
you think poets and musicians are still an important part of our culture today?

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. The great literature from the Middle Ages, such as The Divine Comedy, Canterbury 
Tales, and stories of King Arthur and his Knights are still read and appreciated even 
today. What do you think makes these poems and stories so timeless?

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 18 Cumulative Review
1. Date Review: Write the dates for the following events:
__________ -  Baptism of Clovis
__________ -  St. Benedict establishes a monastery at Monte Cassino
__________ - Pope Gregory sends Augustine to England
__________ - Duke William of Normandy conquers the Saxons at the Battle of Hastings
__________ - The First Crusade captures Jerusalem
__________ - King Richard and Saladin make a truce and end the Third Crusade
__________ - King Louis dies on Crusade
__________ - end of the Reconquista

2.   Write the word that matches the definition. Use the words in the box:

______________________- a long poem about a warrior-hero
______________________ - the struggle of Christians to win back land from the Moors
______________________ - a wandering poet who would recite poems for the nobility
______________________ - a personal servant to a lord in battle
______________________ - people who pledged loyalty to their lord
______________________ - stories of the lives of the saints

3. Who Am I?
a) I wrote a famous poem about Hell, Purgatory, and Heaven. 

____________________ (ch. 18)
b) I was the King of France who died while on Crusade. __________________ (ch. 16)
c) After six months of battle, the Moorish lord of Coimbra handed me the keys of the 

city._______________________ (ch. 17)
d) I insisted on choosing the Pope. _____________________________ (ch. 14)
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Chapter 19 - Farms, Villages, and Cities 

Vocabulary:
ale - a type of beer that did not have a lot of alcohol
plow - a long, curved piece of wood with two handles secured to a beam with a heavy 
blade at the bottom
furrow - a deep channel of soil created when a plow dragged along a field
noble - a powerful person of medieval society such as a duke, lord, baron, count, or 
prince
serf - a peasant bound to the farm he rented from his lord
guild - a group of master craftsmen

Further Reading:
The Duke and the Peasant: Life in the Middle Ages, Sister Wendy Beckett
Twelve Bright Trumpets, Margaret Leighton
The Trumpeter of Krakow, Eric P. Kelly
The Red Keep: A Story of Burgundy in 1165, Allen French

Other Activities:
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Carcasonne - a board game about Medieval villages and towns

Chapter 19 Questions to Think About 

1. What were the duties of a serf to his lord? What were the responsibilities of a lord to 
his serf? Do you think this was a fair relationship? Why or why not?

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. Why were guilds very important in medieval society? Do you think we should have 
guilds today? Why or why not?

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Chapter 19 Activity 

Draw a pyramid showing the hierarchy in medieval society. Include the following:
King, nobles, knights and vassals, merchants, farmers, craftsmen, peasants and serfs.  

Do you think Church clergy would fit into this pyramid?  If so, add them to the pyramid. If 
not, draw another pyramid showing the hierarchy in the church. Include the following: 
Pope, bishops, priests, monks and nuns.
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Chapter 20 - Architecture of the Medieval World 

Vocabulary:
architecture - the way buildings are designed, built, and decorated
secular - used for a non-religious purpose
Basilica - large, city church, often the seat of the local bishop
Romanesque - architectural style of the early Middle Ages characterized by thick 
massive walls and small arched windows
Gothic - architectural style of the Middle Ages characterized by high towers with spires 
and stain-glass windows
facade - the front of a church
fleches - tall, pointed spires
stain glass - a type of colored glass

Further Reading:
Cathedral, David Macaulay
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Chapter 20 - Questions to Think About 

1.  Pope Benedict XVI once said that the cathedrals of the medieval period were “the 
most exalted artistic creations of all civilization.” He went on to say:

The masterpieces of art created in Europe in past centuries are incomprehensible 
unless one takes into account the religious spirit that inspired them…. The strength of 
the Romanesque style and the splendour of the Gothic cathedrals remind us that the via 
pulchritudinis, the way of beauty, is a privileged and fascinating path on which to 
approach the Mystery of God. What is the beauty that writers, poets, musicians, and 
artists contemplate and express in their language other than the reflection of the 
splendour of the eternal Word made flesh? … May the Lord help us to rediscover the 
way of beauty as one of the itineraries, perhaps the most attractive and fascinating, on 
which to succeed in encountering and loving God.  - General Audience, Nov. 18, 2009. 
http://w2.vatican.va/content/benedict-xvi/en/audiences/2009/documents/hf_ben-
xvi_aud_20091118.html

How did the art and architecture of the medieval cathedrals help people grow in their 
faith? How can beauty bring you to a closer encounter with Christ?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
2. Fill in the Venn diagram to show the differences and similarities between 
Romanesque and Gothic churches. Use the following descriptions:
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made of stone  massive, thick walls   flying buttresses 

small arched windows facade flanked by tall towers pointed spires 

stain-glass windows built in the shape of a cross rose windows 

vaulted ceilings  built in the shape of an octagon rounded arches

Romanesque Gothic
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Activity: Romanesque or Gothic? 
Label each church as either Romanesque or Gothic.

________________________________ _________________________

_____________________________ __________________________
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_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________
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Chapter 20 Cumulative Review 
Date Review: Fill in the blanks.
1. 476 - ____________________ of the Western Roman Empire.
2. 529 - St. Benedict establishes a monastery at _____________ ________________.
3. 732 - Charles Martel defeats the Moors at the ______________ ____ __________.
4. ______ - Charlemagne is crowned Holy Roman Emperor.
5. 886 - ______________ ____ _______________ drives the Danes out of Wessex.
6. 1066 - Duke William of Normandy conquers Saxon England at the 

________________ ____ __________________.
7. _______ - The First Crusade captures ____________________.
8. 1492 - End of the ________________________.

2. Write the word that matches the definition. Use the words in the box:

______________________ - large disorganized groups of men with knives and slings
______________________ - a peasant bound to the farm he rented from his lord
______________________ - an arrow of a cross-bow
______________________ - used for a non-religious purpose
______________________ - a group of master craftsmen
______________________ - when a bishop is given his staff and ring by a layman

3. Who Am I?
1. I was the first Christian Queen of France. ___________________ (Ch. 6)
2. St. Micheal the Archangel burned a hole in my head so I would not forget to build an 

Abbey on a cliff. ___________________ (Ch. 11)
3. I led the French Army in the First Crusade and captured Jerusalem but refused to be 

crowned king. ___________________________________ (Ch. 13)
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Chapter 21 - The Mendicants 
Vocabulary:
friar - Latin for “little brother”, another word for monk
mendicant order - a religious order that survives by begging
stigmata - the wounds of Christ miraculously imprinted on the body of a saint
canon - a monk attached to the service of a bishop

Famous People: Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness
St. Francis of Assisi - founder of the Order of the Friars Minor, also known as the 
Franciscans
St. Clare of Assisi - founder of the Poor Clares, an order of nuns based on the 
example of St. Francis
St. Dominic - founder of the Order of Preachers, also known as the Dominicans

Time Line Date:
1208 - St. Francis founds the Order of Friars Minor

Further Reading:
Francis and Clare: Saints of Assisi, Helen Walker
Famous Men of the Middle Ages - chapter on St. Francis and St. Dominic
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Chapter 21 Questions to Think About 
1. Fill in the Venn diagram to show the differences and similarities between 
Benedictines, Franciscans, and Dominicans. Use the following descriptions:
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vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience  manual labor 

all monks study theology in order to preach  mendicant order 

devoted to poverty and simplicity    many taught in universities 

Benedictines Franciscans

Dominicans
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2. If you had to choose between becoming a Benedictine, a Franciscan, or a Dominican, 
which one would you choose? Give at least two reasons for your choice.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 22 - Medieval Universities
Vocabulary:
Trivium - a course of study consisting of grammar, logic, and rhetoric
Quadrivium - a course of study consisting of arithmetic, geometry, music, and 
astronomy
liberal arts - the study of the trivium and the quadrivium, meant for children of the free 
which made the mind free to contemplate higher truths
university - a medieval school organized for higher learning
charter - a document that gave a university independence from any bishop or lord
disputatio - a debate between professors
Summa Theologiae - a book on theology by St. Thomas Aquinas

Famous People: Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness
St. Thomas Aquinas - brilliant Dominican monk and Doctor of the Church who wrote 
The Summa Theologiae

Time Line Date:
1272 - St. Thomas Aquinas stops working on the 
Summa Theologiae

Further Reading:
St. Thomas and the Preaching Beggars, Milton 
Lomask
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Chapter 22 Questions to Think About
1. Why was education run by priests and monks during the Middle Ages?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. Why is education so important? How is an education different from an 
apprenticeship?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

3. Which of the seven liberal arts subjects are you currently studying?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 22 Cumulative Review
1. Remember these events! Write the date and put them in order.
_______ - Baptism of Clovis
_______ - King Richard and Saladin make a truce to end the Third Crusade
_______ - end of the Reconquista
_______ - The Great Schism splits the Church between East and West
_______ - Roman Empire is split between East and West

2. Famous Medieval Works: Name the author of the following works:
City of God - ___________________________________ (Ch. 2)
The Justinian Code - ___________________________________ (Ch. 3)
The Rule of St. Benedict -_________________________________(Ch. 4)
The Divine Comedy - _________________________________(Ch. 18)
The Canterbury Tales  - _________________________________(Ch. 18)
Summa Theologiae- _________________________________ (Ch. 22)

3. Who Am I? 
1. I was the founder of the Friars Minor and was graced with the Stigmata. 

_________________________ (Ch. 21)
2. I was the first to call for a Crusade to help the Christians in Byzantium. 

__________________________ (Ch. 13)
3. I was the Norse viking war captain who embraced Christianity when Charles the 

Simple gave me land in Northern France. _______________________ (Ch. 11)

Date Event

1

2

3

4

5
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Chapter 23 - The Heretical Movements

Vocabulary:
heresy - teachings other than those accepted by the Church, Greek for “wrong thinking”
transubstantiation - the change of the bread and wine into Jesus’ Body and Blood
Cathars - also known as Albegensians; heretics who believed that the human body 
was created by an evil spirit
psalter - the 150 Psalms collected in a single volume
rosary - saying 150 Hail Marys while meditating on the lives of Jesus and Mary
Inquisition - a legal process aimed at identifying heretics and encouraging them to 
repent

Famous People: Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness
Berengar of Tours - heretic who preached that Jesus was not truly present in the 
Eucharist
Arnold of Brescia - heretic who preached that the Church should not own property
Pope Innocent III - Pope who had a dream about St. Francis and who called for a 
Crusade against the Cathars
St. Dominic - Founder of the Order of Preachers, also known as the Dominicans

Time Line Date:
1214 - Our Lady gives St. Dominic the devotion of the Holy Rosary

Further Reading:
St. Dominic and the Rosary, Catherine Beebe
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Chapter 23 Questions to Think About 

1. Why were heresies so dangerous during the Middle Ages?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. The Church affirms religious freedom. Do you think that the Inquisition was 
disrespectful of the religious freedom of those who believed in heresies? Why or why 
not? Give at least two reasons for your answer.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

3. The Cathars believed that the human body was evil and that only the soul, which was 
trapped in the body, was from God. Thus, they rejected marriage, since marriage led to 
children and more “imprisoned souls”. Think of two arguments to refute this.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 24 - Church and State Collide 

Vocabulary:
Investiture Controversy - an argument over how much control the Holy Roman Empire 
should have over the Church
antipope - a man who claims to be pope but is not

Famous People: Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness
Frederick Barbarossa - German king who became Holy Roman Emperor and helped 
lead the Third Crusade
Frederick II - Grandson of Frederick Barbarossa who was known as the antiChrist
King Philip IV - French king who wanted to tax the church and who disbanded the 
Templar Knights
Grandmaster de Molay - leader of the Templar Knights

Further Reading:
Otto of the Silver Hand, Howard Pyle
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Chapter 24 Questions to Think About 

1. Name two ways that Frederick Barbarossa helped the Church and two ways he 
harmed the Church.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. Describe two similarities between Frederick Barbarossa and Frederick II.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

3. Circle the two words that you think best describe Philip IV’s character. Give two 
reasons for your answer.

proud stubborn wise greedy revengeful pious

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 24 Cumulative Review 

1. Date Review: Write the dates for the following events:
__________ - The Roman Empire is split between East and West
__________ - Theodosius makes Christianity the official religion of the Roman Empire
__________ - Collapse of the Western Roman Empire
__________ - Baptism of Clovis
__________ - St. Benedict established a monastery at Monte Cassino
__________ - Pope Gregory I sends Augustine to England
__________ - Charles Martel defeats the Moors at the Battle of Tours
__________ - Charlemagne is crowned Holy Roman Emperor

2.   Vocabulary: Match each word with its definition.

1. antipope a) a religious order that survives by begging

2. heresy b) the study of grammar, logic, and rhetoric

3. psalter c) the 150 Psalms collected in a single volume

4.Trivium d) change of the bread and wine into Jesus’ Body and Blood

5. transubstantiation e) a man who declares to be pope but is not

6. mendicant order f) Greek for “wrong thinking”

7. Gothic g) the front of a church

8. facade h) architectural style: high towers, stain glass windows
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Chapter 25 - Avignon and the Great Western Schism 

Vocabulary:
Third Order - a branch of the Dominicans meant for lay people
deposed - removed from position
Western Schism - the period of time during the Middle Ages when there were two then 
three men claiming to be Pope

Famous People: Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness
St. Catherine of Siena - a Third Order Dominican and Doctor of the Church who 
influenced the Pope to return to Rome

Time Line Dates:
1305 - Pope Clement moves the Papal Court from Rome to Avignon
1377 - Pope Gregory returns the Papacy to Rome
1417 - the Council of Constance elects a new pope and ends the Western Schism

Further Reading:
Lay Siege to Heaven, Louis de Wohl
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Chapter 25 Questions to Think About 
1. St. Catherine of Siena wrote several letters to Pope Gregory XI begging him to 

return to Rome. Read these excerpts from her letters:

Since [Christ] has given you authority and you have accepted it, you ought to be using the 
power and strength that is yours.  If you don’t intend to use it, it would be better and more to 
God’s honor and the good of your soul to resign….If I were in your place, I would be afraid of 
incurring divine judgment…. Cursed be you, for time and power were entrusted to you and you 
did not use them!  1

I beg of you, on behalf of Christ crucified, that you be not a timorous child but manly. Open your 
mouth and swallow down the bitter for the sweet…. I have prayed, and shall pray, sweet and 
good Jesus that He free you from all servile fear, and that holy fear alone remain.  May ardor of 
charity be in you, in such wise as shall prevent you from hearing the voice of incarnate demons, 
and heeding the counsel of perverse counselors, settled in self-love, who, as I understand, want 
to alarm you, so as to prevent your return, saying, "You will die."  Up, father, like a man!  For I 
tell you that you have no need to fear. 2

What was holding Pope Gregory back from returning the Papacy to Rome?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. Imagine that there were two cardinals today both claiming to be the Pope. How do 
you think that would affect the Church today? How would it affect you?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

 https://catholicexchange.com/fearless-and-fiery-the-letters-of-catherine-of-siena1

 https://www.catholic.com/magazine/online-edition/how-st-catherine-brought-the-pope-back-to-2

rome#_ftnref3)
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Map Work: The Great Western Schism 

Create a map of the Great Western Schism. 
You can use https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Western_schism_1378-1417.svg
Color the areas with allegiance to the Pope in Avignon in red. Color the areas with 
allegiance to the Pope in Rome in blue. Color the areas of variable (changing) 
allegiance in yellow. BONUS: Find and label Rome and Avignon.
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Chapter 26 - Medieval Law 
Vocabulary:
natural law - the order and design of God found in nature
canon law - the laws and traditions used to govern the Church
Decretals - three books that organized Canon Law
apprentice - a young man who is training under a master craftsman and does not get 
paid for his work
journeyman - a man who is training under a master craftsman but gets paid for his 
work
master - a craftsman who is highly skilled
manorial court - gatherings at the hall of a noble where the lord would judge local 
cases
bribe - a reward for a judgement in one’s favor
justice - when everyone receives what is rightfully theirs
bailiff - an officer who administers the laws of the lord
pillory - a wooden structure with holes through which the guilty man sticks his head and 
hands for punishment

Famous People: Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness
Gratian the Monk - monk who sorted through the Canon Laws and compiled them in a 
book called the Decretals

Further Reading:
Men of Iron, Howard Pyle
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Chapter 26 Questions to Think About 
1. People in the Middle Ages loved law, order, and justice. Here are the different types 

of laws that governed the people of the Middle Ages. Arrange them in the Venn 
diagram.

Royal laws Canon laws Guild laws Manorial laws Natural laws

2. Good laws promote peace, justice, and order. Bad laws become oppressive and 
harmful. Write two good laws and two bad laws for your family.
Good laws:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Bad laws:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 26 Cumulative Review 
1. Date Review: Write the dates for the following events:
__________ - Alfred the Great drives the Danes our of Wessex
__________ - The Great Schism splits the Church between East and West
__________ - Duke William of Normandy conquers the Saxons at the Battle of Hastings
__________ - The First Crusade captures Jerusalem
__________ - Saladin recaptures Jerusalem
__________ - King Richard and Saladin make a truce to end the Third Crusade
__________ - St. King Louis IX dies on Crusade
__________ - End of the Reconquista

2. Hierarchy in medieval society. What are the three steps to becoming:
A knight:            _________________   _________________  _________________
A master craftsman: _________________  __________________  ________________
A cardinal: _________________   __________________   _______________

3. Who said it?
1. “Shame on you, flies! Obstructing the preaching of the Word of God! An 

excommunication upon the flies of Foigny!” _________________________ (Ch. 15)
2. “Show me, my King, what Thou wantest of this Thy knight!” 

________________________ (Ch. 17)
3. “Francis, go and rebuild my church.” __________________ (Ch. 21)
4. “Use my rosary. Teach it to the people. Through this, many will be converted.” 

_______________________ (Ch. 23)
5. “God knows I am innocent…. heaven will avenge us!” ______________________ 

(Ch. 24)
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Chapter 27 - The Black Death StrikesVocabulary: 

Black Death - a disease that spread throughout Europe in the middle of the 1300s
Plague - a disease that spreads rapidly and kills many people
humors - the four basic fluids of the body according to medieval medicine; they 
consisted of blood, yellow bile, black bile, and phlegm
quarantine - to isolate a sick person in order to avoid the spread of disease
Danse Macabre - “Dance of Death” - a common 
theme in medieval art showing dancing skeletons

Famous People: Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of 
Shame, or Hall of Holiness
Galen - Old Roman doctor who believed in the four 
humans of the body

Time Line Date:
1348 - the Black Death devastates Europe

Further Reading:
The Door in the Wall, Marguerite d’Angeli
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Chapter 27 Questions to Think About 

1. Imagine you were a doctor who lived during the mid 1300s. You are called to see a 
person who has fallen ill. List five symptoms that you would look for to determine if 
the patient had the Black Death plague:

1. _____________________________________
2. _____________________________________
3. _____________________________________
4. _____________________________________
5. _____________________________________

2.  The Black Death killed millions of people and devastated Europe. Describe three 
ways society changed as a result of the plague.

1. _________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________

3. How would you feel if you or someone in your family had the plague? Name at least 
three things that you would do:

1. _________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________
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Map Activity: Spread of the Black Plague by 1350 

Look at the map in your textbook on p. 246 or go to https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Bubonic_plague_map.PNG. Outline the spread of the plague and color the area 
red. Mark and label the following cities: London, Paris, Barcelona, Hamburg, Zurich, 
Milan, Venice, Rome, Constantinople, Antioch, Jerusalem. Label the Atlantic Ocean, the 
Mediterranean Sea, the Black Sea, the Red Sea, the North Sea, the Baltic Sea.
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Chapter 28 - The Hundred Year’s War 

Famous People: (Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness)
St. Joan of Arc - peasant girl who 
led the French Army against the 
English in the Hundred Years War
King Edward III  - King of England 
who was also the grandson of 
Charles IV of France
King Henry V - English king who 
married a French princess and forced 
the French to sign a treaty saying his 
children would rule France
Charles VII - King of France who 
won the Hundred Years War with the 
aid of St. Joan of Arc

Time Line Dates:
1429 - Joan lifts the siege at Orleans
1453 - End of the Hundred Years War

Further Reading:
Saint Joan: The Girl Soldier, Louis de Wohl
Joan of Arc, Mark Twain
Heroes of God’s Church - Chapter on St. Joan
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Chapter 28 Question to Think About 
1. Read the beginning of Ch. 28 again very carefully. As you do so, draw a family tree 

of the French Kings. Include the following: King Philip IV, Charles IV, Isabella, King 
Edward II of England, King Philip IV’s nephew (Charles Valois), Henry V (from the 
line of Edward II) and Prince Charles (who became King Charles VII of France. He 
came from the line of Charles of Valois.) For help, see: https://
collections.royalarmouries.org/hundred-years-war.html

2. What virtue of St. Joan do you admire the most? Why?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Map Work: St. Joan of Arc and the Hundred Years War 

1. Find this map: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Treaty_of_Troyes.svg.
Color the areas controlled by the English pink. Color the areas controlled by the French 
blue. Label England and France. Mark and label Domremy (Joan’s home), Chinon, 
Orleans, Reims, and Paris. Draw a black dotted line to show Joan’s route to Chinon. 
Draw a green dotten line to show Joan and Charles VII’s route from Orleans to Reims.
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Chapter 28 Cumulative Review 

1. Date Review: Write the dates for the following events:
__________ - St. Francis founds the Order of Friars Minor
__________ - Our Lady gives St. Dominic the Rosary
__________ - St. King Louis IX dies on Crusade
__________ - St. Thomas Aquinas stops work on the Summa
__________ -The Black Death devastates Europe
__________ - St. Joan lifts the siege at Orleans
__________ - End of the Hundred Years War
__________ - End of the Reconquista

2. Write the word that matches the definition. Use the words in the box:

______________________ - to isolate a sick person to avoid the spread of disease
______________________ - the laws and traditions used to govern the Church
______________________ - a disease that spreads rapidly and kills many people
______________________ - an officer who administers the laws of the lord
______________________ - a branch of the Dominicans meant for lay people
______________________ - a wooden structure with holes used for punishment

3. Who Am I?
1. St. Michael the Archangel, St. Catherine, and St. Margaret appeared to me. 

____________________________ (Ch. 28)
2. I am the Third Order Dominican who wrote letters to the Pope and visited him at 

Avignon, urging him to return the Papacy to Rome. ___________________ (Ch. 25)
3. I sent a group of thugs to kidnap and beat the Pope. __________________(Ch. 24)
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Chapter 29 - The War of the Roses

Vocabulary:
House of Lancaster - the family of Henry VI of England, symbolized by a red rose
House of York - a noble English family, rival for the throne, symbolized by a white rose

Famous People: (Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness)
Henry VI - King of England who was challenged by the House of York
Richard III - King of England who usurped the throne from his nephews
Henry Tudor (Henry VII) - King of England who defeated Richard III and ended the War 
of the Roses

Time Line Date:
1487 - end of the War of the Roses

Further Reading:
The Black Arrow, Robert Louis Stevenson
Grisly Grisell: A Tale of the War of the Roses, Charlotte Yonge
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Chapter 29 Questions to Think About
1. Categorize the kings mentioned in this chapter under the House of Lancaster or the 

House of York. Give a one line description for each.

2. Do you think King Richard’s treatment of his nephews had an effect on how he ruled 
his nobles? Why or why not?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

3. What led to the rebellion against King Richard?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 30 - Medieval Inventions 

Vocabulary:
invention - a device or process used to make work easier
breast collar - padded harness that went across a horse’s 
chest while plowing
water wheel - a large wheel that produces energy from 
flowing water
Divine Office - a division of the Psalms monks pray at 
different times throughout the day

Famous People: (Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or 
Hall of Holiness)
Johannes Gutenburg - inventor of the movable type 
printing press

Time Line Date:
1454 - Gutenburg makes the first printed copies of the 
Bible

Further Reading:
Ink on His Fingers, Vernon Louise
Famous Men of the Middle Ages - Chapter on Gutenburg
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Chapter 30 Questions to Think About 

1. List five inventions made by medieval monks:
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

2. Which invention from the Middle Ages do you think had the greatest impact on 
society? Why?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

3. If you were an inventor, what would you invent? Draw a picture of how it would look. 
How would it help people or change society?
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Chapter 30 Cumulative Review 

1. Date Review: Write these important dates in English history and put the events in 
order.

_______ - End of the War of the Roses
_______ - Pope Gregory I sends Augustine to England
_______ - End of the Hundred Years War
_______ - Duke William of Normandy conquers Saxon England at the Battle of Hastings
_______ - Richard the Lion Heart and Saladin make a truce to end the Third Crusade
_______ - Alfred the Great drives the Danes out of Wessex

2. Write the word that matches the definition. Use the words in the box:

______________________ - the family of Henry VI of England
______________________ - heretics who believed the human body was evil 
______________________ - a division of the Psalms monks pray at different times
______________________ - the study of arithmetic, geometry, music, and astronomy
______________________ - a wandering poet-musician
______________________ - a large wheel that produces energy from flowing water

Date Event

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Chapter 31 - Traders and Explorers 
Vocabulary:
Navigator - a person who knows a lot about sailing

Famous People: (Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness)
Marco Polo - Famous European who travelled to and from China with his uncles and 
wrote The Travels of Marco Polo
Kublai Khan - Ruler of the Mongol Empire in the late 1200s
Prince Henry the Navigator - Portugese prince who started a school for sailors
King John II of Portugal - King of Portugal who named the Cape of Good Hope
Bartolomeu Dias - First European explorer to sail around the tip of Africa
Vasco da Gama - First European explorer to sail around Africa to India

Time Line Date:
1295 - Marco Polo returns to Venice after journeying to China
1498 - Vasco da Gama sails to India where he sets up a trading post

Further Reading:
Famous Men of the Middle Ages - Chapter on Marco Polo
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Chapter 31 Questions to Think About 

1. Prince Henry wanted to find a way to sail to the Far East because he wanted to 
establish a trade route that would bring spices, silk, and other riches to Portugal. 
How do you think such a trade route affected Christianity?

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. Why did it take much courage and perseverance to sail around Africa in the late 
Middle Ages?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Map Work: The Routes of Marco Polo and the Vasco da Gama 

1. Find a map of Marco Polo’s journey. (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Route_of_Marco_Polo.png) Mark and label Venice, Antioch, Calicut, Bejing, and 
Constantinople. Draw his route to China in a solid red line. Draw his route back to Venice in 
a dotted red line. Use arrows to show direction.

2. Use the map on page 280 of the textbook. Color Portugal in green. Mark and label Lisbon, 
the Cape of Good Hope, Calicut, and Goa. Draw the route to India with a solid green line. 
Label Africa, India, Arabia, the Atlantic Ocean, and the Indian Ocean.
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Chapter 32 - The Fall of Constantinople 

Vocabulary:
Ottomans - a family of Turkish rulers
Sultan - a religious Ottoman leader and king
Hagia Sophia - large basilica built by Justinian I in Constantinople

Famous People: (Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness)
Sultan Mehmed II - the Turkish king who conquered Constantinople
Constantine XI - the last Byzantine Emperor

Time Line date:
1453 - end of the Byzantine Empire

Hagia Sophia
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Chapter 32 Questions to Think About 

1. If the Byzantine bishops had kept their agreements from the Council of Lyon or the 
Council of Florence, how do you think history would have been different?

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. What does the history of the Byzantine Empire teach us about the importance of 
forgiveness, reconciliation, and Christian unity?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Map Work: The Byzantine Empire’s Rise and Fall 

1. Find a map of the Byzantine Empire in 554. (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Byzantinemax.png). This was the height of the Byzantine Empire. Draw the 
outline of the empire and color the area green.


2. Find a map of the Byzantine Empire in 1450. (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Eastern_Mediterranean_1450.svg). This was the Byzantine Empire three years 
before Constantinople fell to the Turks. Draw an outline of the empire and color the 
area red. Label the Mediterranean Sea.
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Chapter 32 Cumulative Review 

1. Date Review: Write the dates for the following events:
______ - St. Joan lifts the siege at Orleans
______ - End of the Hundred Years War
______ - End of the Byzantine Empire
______ - Gutenburg makes the first printed copies of the Bible
______ - End of the War of the Roses
______ - End of the Reconquista
______ - Vasco da Gama sails to India

2.   Vocabulary: Match each word with its definition.
1. Sultan a) the four basic fluids of the body according to medieval medicine

2. navigator b) a family of Turkish rulers

3. Ottomans c) a person who knows a lot about sailing

4. natural law d) a religious Ottoman leader and king

5. humors e) the order and design of God found in nature

3. Who Am I?
1. The Kublai Khan made me a minister of his great empire. ___________________ 

(Ch. 31)
2. I imprisoned my nephews in a tower so I could become king. 

______________________ (Ch. 29)
3. I founded a famous school for sailors because I wanted to find a new way to the Far 

East. _________________________ (Ch. 31)
4. I married a princess from the House of York and ended the War of the Roses. 

_________________________ (Ch. 29)
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Chapter 33 - The Earliest Days of the Renaissance

Vocabulary:
Renaissance - “rebirth”, a time of great advancement in science, math, and art inspired 
by the culture of ancient Greece and Rome
perspective - the art of drawing, painting, or sculpting so the work has the appearance 
of depth or distance
Mona Lisa - famous painting of a smiling woman by Leonardo da Vinci

Famous People: (Add to Hall of Fame, Hall of Shame, or Hall of Holiness)
Filippo Brunelleschi - famous medieval sculptor from Florence
Lorenzo Ghiberti - famous sculptor from Florence in the early Renaissance
Leonardo da Vinci - famous Renaissance inventor, architect, and artist
Raphael - famous painter and architect of the High Renaissance
Michelangelo - famous painter, sculptor,  and architect of the High Renaissance

Further Reading:
Leonardo Da Vinci, Diane Stanley
Michelangelo, Diane Stanley
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Chapter 33 Questions to Think About
1. What were the differences between Brunelleschi’s sculpture and Ghiberti’s 

sculpture? List at least three.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. How did the fall of Constantinople effect art and architecture?

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

3. Which type of art do you prefer? Art from the Middle Ages or art from the 
Renaissance? Give two reasons why.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Final Questions for Discussion
1. From the history of the Middle Ages, whom do you think was the most influential? 

Why?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2. Of all the famous people from the Middle Age, whom do you admire the most? Why?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

3. What do you think was the most significant event of the Middle Ages? Why?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

4. How is the Middle Ages different from our times? How is it similar?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

5. Would you have liked to live during the Middle Ages? What would be the best thing 
about living during the Middle Ages? What would be the worst?

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Final Review 

A) Can you remember these dates by memory?

1. _______ - The Roman Empire is split into eastern and western halves
2. _______ - Theodosius makes Christianity the official religion of the Roman Empire
3. _______ - Collapse of the Roman Empire
4. _______ - Baptism of Clovis
5. _______ - St. Benedict establishes a monastery at Monte Cassino
6. _______ - Pope Gregory I sends Augustine to England
7. _______ - Charles Martel defeats the Moors at the Battle of Tours
8. _______ - Charlemagne is crowned Holy Roman Emperor
9. _______ - Alfred the Great drives the Danes out of Wessex
10. _______ - Duke William of Normandy conquers Saxon England
11. _______ - The First Crusade captures Jerusalem
12. _______ - Saladin recaptures Jerusalem
13. _______ - St. Francis founds the Order of Friars Minor
14. _______ - Our Lady gives St. Dominic the Rosary
15. _______ - St. King Louis IX dies on crusade
16. _______ - The Black Death devastates Europe
17. _______ - St. Joan lifts the siege at Orleans
18. _______ - End of Hundred Years War AND End of the Byzantine Empire
19. _______ - Gutenburg makes the first printed copies of the Bible
20. _______ - End of the Reconquista
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B) Who Am I?
1. I legalized Christianity in the Roman Empire. _______________________ (Ch. 1)
2. I was a Doctor of the Church form Hippo, Africa. ____________________ (Ch. 2)
3. I compiled all the laws of the Roman Empire and write the Justinian Code. 

_____________________ (Ch. 3)
4. I sent Maurus to save Brother Placid from drowning. ___________________ (Ch. 4)
5. I founded a monastery school on Aran Mor, where many kings, nobles, and saints were 

educated. _____________________ (Ch. 5)
6. I was a Burgundian Princess who married Clovis. ___________________ (Ch. 6)
7. I was a very short noble who captured the Merovingian King Childeric, cut off his long hair, 

and became King of the Franks. _____________________ (Ch.8)
8. I fearlessly chopped down Thor’s Oak. _________________________ (Ch. 9)
9. I accidentally burned the cakes of a peasant woman while I was deep in thought about 

fighting the Danes. ___________________________ (Ch. 10)
10. St. Michael the Archangel burned a hole in my head so I would not forget to build an Abbey 

on a cliff. __________________________ (Ch. 11)
11. I captured Jerusalem at the First Crusade but refused to be crowned king. 

________________________ (Ch. 13)
12. I insisted on choosing the Pope. _________________________ (Ch. 14)
13. I was the saintly King of France who died while on the Third Crusade. 

____________________ (Ch. 16)
14. I wrote the Divine Comedy. ______________________ (Ch. 18)
15. I was the founder of the Friars Minor and was graced with the Stigmata. 

___________________________ (Ch. 21)
16. I was the brilliant Dominican who wrote the Summa Theologiae. ____________________ 

(Ch. 22)
17. I sent a band of thugs to kidnap and beat up the Pope. _____________________ (Ch. 24)
18. I wrote letters to the Pope urging him to return the Papacy to Rome. 

_____________________ (Ch. 25)
19. I was the peasant girl who led the French Army against the English in the Hundred Years 

War.__________________________ (Ch. 28)
20. I was the inventor of the movable type printing press. _______________________ (Ch. 30)
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The Medieval World  
Glossary

A 

abbot - the superior (head) of a monastery
ale - a type of beer that did not have a lot of alcohol
annals - record of everything that happened in a monastery or kingdom throughout the 
year
Andalusia - the Muslim part of Spain
antipope - a man who claims to be pope but is not
apostate - a Christian who abandons Christianity
apprentice - a young man who is training under a master craftsman and does not get 
paid for his work
Arabs - nomadic (wandering) people who lived on the Arabian Peninsula
architecture - the way buildings are designed, built, and decorated

B 

barbarian - a foreign invader from outside the Roman Empire
bailiff - an officer who administers the laws of the lord
basilica - a large or important church
Benedictine - one who follows St. Benedict’s rule
Black Death - a disease that spread throughout Europe in the middle of the 1300s
bolt - an arrow of a cross-bow
breast collar - padded harness that went across a horse’s chest while plowing
bribe - a reward for a judgement in one’s favor

C 

caliph -a  political and religious head (leader) of the Islamic religion
canon - a monk attached to the service of a bishop
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canon law - the laws and traditions used to govern the Church
caravan - a large group of merchants who transported goods or wagons on camels
Carolingian - the family of Charles Martel, Pepin, and Charlemagne
Carolingian Renaissance - a rebirth of the learning and building that had died out 
since the fall of Rome
castle - a very large fortress made of stone
Cathars - also known as Albegensians; heretics who believed that the human body
charter - a document that gave a university independence from any bishop or lord
chain mail - a coat of armor made of thousands of tiny interlocking metal rings
chansons de geste - French tales of brave Frankish warriors
Christendom - times and places where society was based on the Christian religion
chivalry - the code of conduct expected of a knight which included courage, honor, and 
readiness to help the weak
cowl - a hood worn by monks
concordat - an agreement the Church enters into with the government of a nation
cross-bow - a bow and arrow attached to a stock which fires like a gun
crusader - “cross-bearer”, a person who went to fight the Muslims in the Holy Land

D 

Danse Macabre - “Dance of Death” - a common theme in medieval art showing dancing 
skeletons
Decretals - three books that organized Canon Law
deposed - removed from position
disputatio - a debate between professors
Divine Office - a division of the Psalms monks pray at different times throughout the 
day
Doctor of the Church - a saint whose spiritual writings are of great importance
Druids - powerful group of pagan priests in Ireland
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E 

Ecumenical Council - when bishops from the universal church gather in a meeting with 
the pope to discuss matters of doctrine and discipline
epic - a long poem about a warrior-hero
excommunicate - to remove someone from the church and deprive him/her from the 
sacraments

F 

facade - the front of a church
fleches - tall, pointed spires
friar - Latin for “little brother”, another word for monk
furrow - a deep channel of soil created when a plow dragged along a field

G 

Gael - Irish tribe of people who lived in small villages and spoke Gaelic
Gaul - country in Europe now known as France
Gothic - architectural style of the Middle Ages characterized by high towers with spires 
and stain-glass windows
guild - a group of master craftsmen

H 

Hagia Sophia - large basilica built by Justinian I in Constantinople
hagiographies - stories of the lives of the saints
Heptarchy - the seven kingdoms of Britain: Kent, Essex, Sussex, Wessex, 
Northumbria, Mercia, and East Anglia
heraldry - all the symbols and colors of noble families
heresy - a belief that is contrary to orthodox Christian doctrine
Hessians - a pagan Germanic tribe
High Middle Ages - the 11th, 12th, and 13th centuries
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Hippodrome - an arena for chariot races in Constantinople
Holy Trinity - the Christian belief that God is one Being with three persons
House of Lancaster - the family of Henry VI of England, symbolized by a red rose
House of York - a noble English family, rival for the throne, symbolized by a white rose
Hospitallers - Knights of St. John
humors - the four basic fluids of the body according to medieval medicine; they 
consisted of blood, yellow bile, black bile, and phlegm

I 

Inquisition - a legal process aimed at identifying heretics and encouraging them to 
repent
Investiture Controversy - an argument over how much control the Holy Roman Empire 
should have over the Church
invention - a device or process used to make work easier
Islam - literal word for “submission”; refers to Mohammed’s teachings

J 

journeyman - a man who is training under a master craftsman but gets paid for his 
work
justice - when everyone receives what is rightfully theirs
Justinian Code - a collection of all the Roman Imperial laws

K 

King’s Crusade - the Third Crusade led by the Kings of England, France, and Germany
knight - a man of noble birth who served his lord in battle as a mounted warrior

L 

lance - a very long spear used for fighting on horseback
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lay investiture - when a bishop is given his staff and ring (part of the ordination 
ceremony) by a king or a layman in power
layman - a non-ordained member of the Church
liberal arts - the study of the trivium and the quadrivium, meant for children of the free 
which made the mind free to contemplate higher truths
literature - all the written works a civilization produces

M 

manorial court - gatherings at the hall of a noble where the lord would judge local 
cases
master - a craftsman who is highly skilled
mendicant order - a religious order that survives by begging
mercenaries - soldiers for hire who work merely for money
Merovingians - Frankish kings who lived in northern Gaul (France)
military order - a band of knights who took religious vows
missionary - a Christian who goes to a pagan land to spread the teachings of Christ
miter - a tall hat worn by Catholic bishops
Mona Lisa - famous painting of a smiling woman by Leonardo da Vinci
Moors - Muslim invaders
monastery - a special building where monks live
monk - a man who dedicated his life to serving God by practicing poverty, chastity, and 
obedience
Muslim - those who follow Mohammed’s teachings

N 

natural law - the order and design of God found in nature
Navigator - a person who knows a lot about sailing
Nicene Creed - a statement of belief written at the Council of Nicea
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noble - a powerful person of medieval society such as a duke, lord, baron, count, or 
prince

O 

Ottomans - a family of Turkish rulers

P 

Papal bull - a document issued by the Pope about an important matter
papal legate - a representative of the pope who can make decisions on his behalf
Papal States - the Church’s own territory
page - a boy in training for combat at the house of a nobleman
pilgrim - a person who journeys to a sacred place for religious reasons
Plague - a disease that spreads rapidly and kills many people
pillory - a wooden structure with holes through which the guilty man sticks his head and 
hands for punishment
perspective - the art of drawing, painting, or sculpting so the work has the appearance 
of depth or distance
plow - a long, curved piece of wood with two handles secured to a beam with a heavy 
blade at the bottom
psalter - the 150 Psalms collected in a single volume

Q 

Quadrivium - a course of study consisting of arithmetic, geometry, music, and 
astronomy
Quran - the holy book of Islam
quarantine - to isolate a sick person in order to avoid the spread of disease
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R 

Reconquista - “reconquest”, the centuries-long struggle of Spanish Christians to take 
their land back from the Moors, lasting from 718 - 1492
Renaissance - “rebirth”, a time of great advancement in science, math, and art inspired 
by the culture of ancient Greece and Rome
right of sanctuary - a law stating that anyone could hide inside a church and no one 
could use violence to bring him out
romance - a story in which a person faces a test of his character
Romanesque - architectural style of the early Middle Ages characterized by thick 
massive walls and small arched windows
rosary - saying 150 Hail Marys while meditating on the lives of Jesus and Mary
Rule of St. Benedict - a rule meant to govern life in a monastery, written by St. 
Benedict

S 

Santiago de Compostela - the biggest Shrine in Spain dedicated to St. James
schism - a split in the church
secular - used for a non-religious purpose
Seljuks - barbarian tribe of Islamic Turks who attacked Byzantine lands
serf - a peasant bound to the farm he rented from his lord
siege towers - transportable towers used to scale the walls of cities and forts
simony - the buying and selling of Church offices (positions of authority in the Church)
skirmishers - large disorganized groups of men with long knives, slings, and clubs who 
were sent out to fight before or after a battle
squire - a personal servant to a lord in battle
stain glass - a type of colored glass
stigmata - the wounds of Christ miraculously imprinted on the body of a saint
Sultan - a religious Ottoman leader and king
Summa Theologiae - a book on theology by St. Thomas Aquinas
synod - a regional meeting of bishops to discuss matters of doctrine and discipline
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T 

tapestry - an embroidered cloth with pictures or designs that tell a story
Templars - Knights of the Temple
Teutonic Knights - order of the German Brotherhood of St. Mary of Jerusalem
Third Order - a branch of the Dominicans meant for lay people
transubstantiation - the change of the bread and wine into Jesus’ Body and Blood
Trivium - a course of study consisting of grammar, logic, and rhetoric
troubadour - a wandering poet who would recite poems for the nobility, often 
accompanied by a lute or a musical instrument

U 

university - a medieval school organized for higher learning

V 

vassals - people who served or pledged loyalty to their lord
Vikings - pagan warriors from northern Europe
vow of celibacy - a sacred promise not to marry anyone

W 

water wheel - a large wheel that produces energy from flowing water
Western Schism - the period of time during the Middle Ages when there were two then 
three men claiming to be Pope
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Chapter 1 Questions
1. How did Constantine defeating Licinius affect the Christians? 

He was a Christian, so over time the empire’s laws and customs came to be based 
on Christian principles.  For example, laws against gladiatorial combat, feeding 
criminals to the wild animals, and improving treatment of slaves were enacted.  
He also built magnificent churches as public worship was now allowed.  

2. Why is the council of Nicea so important to us today? 

It confirmed the true Divinity of Jesus Christ and produced the Nicene Creed 
which we say every Sunday at Mass even today.  

3. What positive things did Theodosius do for the Church?  

He passed laws outlawing the pagan cults and prohibiting pagan sacrifices.  
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Chapter 2 Questions 

1. According to St. Augustine, why did God not protect the Christian Roman Empire 
from Barbarian invasions?

St. Augustine said that no kingdom of this world is God’s kingdom. Only the 
Church is God’s kingdom. Furthermore, disasters are challenges to test and 
strengthen the faith of good people. 

2.   Circle the two character traits that best describe Honoria:
vain humble selfish timid ambitious traitorous  
Give two points evidence for your answers.
1. She was more concerned about her fear of being wed to Senator Herculanus 

than the impending attack of the Huns.
2. She acted traitorously by sending a gold ring to Attila, promising him a great 

gift if he helped her.

3.  Why did Rome fall? Give four reasons.
1. There were too many decades of civil war which weakened the empire.
2. The barbarians had done too much damage by defeating Roman armies and 

conquering territories.
3. The Roman Empire was divided between East and West, and the East offered 

little help.
4. Many Roman emperors were weak rulers.
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Ch. 2 - Cumulative Review

1. Write the dates for the following events:

___313_ - The Roman Empire splits into western and eastern halves.

___330__ - Constantine renames Byzantium Constantinople.

___410___ - Visigoths attack Rome.

___476___ - Collapse of the Western Roman Empire.

2. Write the word that matches the definition. Use the words in the box:
a) __Byzantine Empire__ - Eastern Roman Empire
b) __basilica__________ - a very large, important church
c) __Doctor of the Church_____ - a saint whose spiritual writings were of great      

importance.
d) __apostate_____ - a Christian who abandons Christianity
e) __Christendom_______ - times and places where society was based on the 

Christian religion.
f) __Ecumenical Council___ - a meeting of bishops with the Pope to discuss matters 

of doctrine
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Chapter 3 Questions

1.   Why did Justinian decide to conquer the West back from the barbarians?
His father had raised him on stories of the greatness of the Roman Empire. He 
found it unacceptable that the Roman Empire could lose Italy and its Western 
territories.

2.   Why did one historian write, “Justinian made a desert and called it peace”?
When Belisaurus destroyed the Ostrogothic kingdom in Italy, much of the Italian 
countryside was destroyed. The land was devasted and impoverished by the war.

3. Theodora had both a positive and negative influence on Justinian and his rule. 
Name one positive influence:
During the Nika Revolt, she spurred Justinian on to be courageous when he 
wanted to flee.
Name one negative influence:
Theodora had several heretical bishops ordained when Justinian was sick with 
the plague.
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Chapter 4 Questions 

1. How do you think you can implement parts of St. Benedict’s Rule into your own life?
Answers will vary, but some examples are: 
I can make a schedule and try to stick with it.
I can try to balance prayer, work, play, and rest. I can try to avoid idleness.
I can try to pray at different times throughout the day.

2. Maurus told Placid that Fr. Benedict worked the miracle to “show forth the power of 
faith and holy obedience.” How was Maurus faithful and obedient?
Maurus ran to save Placid even though he did not know how St. Benedict could 
know Placid was drowning. This shows he obeyed right away and had faith in St. 
Benedict’s words. Maurus  had no idea how he would save Placid, but he was 
ready to plunge into the water, any ways. 

3. Name three ways St. Benedict’s monasteries preserved civilization.
1. The monasteries became places of learning that preserved much of the 

writing of the ancient world.
2. The monasteries helped form a Christian culture by raising boys to become 

nobles and kings who ruled in the spirit of Christian moderation.
3. The manual labor of the monks created farmland, and the monks converted 

many pagan people who lived in the countryside.
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Ch. 4 - Cumulative Review

Date Review: Write the major event that happened on these dates:
324 - Constantine becomes sole ruler of the Roman Empire
380  - Christianity becomes the official religion of the Roman Empire
410  - Visigoths attack Rome
476  - The collapse of the Western Roman Empire
529  - St. Benedict establishes a monastery at Monte Cassino
565  - Death of Justinian

Vocabulary: Match the word with the correct definition.
1. Ecumenical Council  —> f)      a) foreign invader from outside the Roman Empire
2. Christendom   —> c)                b) a belief contrary to orthodox Christian teaching
3. abbot  —> e)                            c) When society was based on Christianity        
4. heresy —> b)                           e) the head or superior of a monastery
5. barbarian —> a)                       f) gathering of bishops from the universal church

Who Am I?
1. I was a Doctor of the Church from Hippo, Africa. __St. Augustine___ (Ch.2)
2. I legalized Christianity in the Roman Empire. ___Theodosius___ (Ch. 1)
3. I was a famous general who defeated many barbarian tribes and helped to reunite 

the Roman Empire. ____Belisaurius______ (Ch. 3)
4. I walked on water to save Brother Placid from drowning. __Maurus__ (Ch. 4)
5. In a fit of rage, I had 7000 Thessalonians killed. _Theodosius___ (Ch. 1)
6. I had seventy-five thousand warriors and was the leader of the Huns. The Romans 

were terrified of me. ___Attila the Hun__ (Ch. 2) 
7. I compiled all the laws of the Roman Empire and wrote the Justinian Code. 

___Justinian___ (Ch. 3)
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Chapter 5 Questions

1. How did St. Patrick’s years in captivity prepare him for his great calling to be a 
missionary?

During his captivity, St. Patrick turned to God in prayer. As the years went by, he 
began to love prayer more and more. This deep interior life of prayer was the 
source of the strength he needed to be the Apostle to Ireland.

2. When you read the story of St. Patrick and the miracle of the pigs, what virtue of 
Patrick’s is most evident? Why?
Patrick’s faith shines through. Despite the devastation of the land, Patrick 
remained confident that God will provide for him. When he prays for food, he has 
confidence that God will answer his prayer — and He does!

3. Why was Ireland called the kingdom of saints and scholars?
Within one century of St. Patrick’s death, there were Irish monasteries and 
monastery schools all over Europe, and Irish missionaries were carrying the faith 
to the ends of the world. Hundreds of thousands of people were converted to the 
faith because of the work of the Irish missionaries.

4. Who said it?
“ I often prayed as much as a hundred times every day and as many at night.”
St. Patrick
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Chapter 6 Questions

1. How was the conversion of Clovis similar to that of Constantine? (You might need to 
re-read Ch. 35 of The Story of Civilization Vol. 1, The Ancient World )

Clovis and Constantine both experienced miraculous assistance and victory in 
battle when they prayed to the God of the Christians. They both had saintly 
women praying for their conversions: Clovis had a saintly wife, and Constantine 
had a saintly mother. Also, God used both of these rulers to legalize and spread 
Christianity in their domains.

2.  During Medieval times, it was common for kings to arrange the marriages of their 
daughters, who often had very little say in the matter. This was the case with Clotilde, 
who saw God’s Will in her father’s plans.  How can you know what God’s will is for you? 
*Parents, please discuss this with your children*
For children still living under the authority of their parents, one of the most clear 
ways of knowing God’s will is through their parents. In fact, the fourth 
commandment, Honor your mother and father, requires respect and obedience to 
parents and all legitimate authority. God gives children parents to help them 
discern His will and to guide them in the paths of holiness. 
Today, most people would think it imprudent to marry a man like Clovis, a man 
who killed another over a vase. Nonetheless, it was God’s will that Clotilde marry 
him. Think how difficult it must have been for Clotilde to obey her father in this 
regard. Yet by her obedience she played a key role in the conversion of the 
Frankish kingdoms. Once a person has grown up and is no longer under the 
authority of his/her parents, he/she must learn to discern God’s will through 
prayer,  sound judgement, and charity. Peter Kreeft gives more guidelines here:
https://www.catholicculture.org/culture/library/view.cfm?recnum=9745
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Chapter 6 Cumulative Review

Date Review: Write the dates for the following events:
___313___ - The Roman Empire splits into western and eastern halves.
___330___ - Constantine renames Byzantium Constantinople.
___380___  - Christianity becomes the official religion of the Roman Empire
___476___ -  Collapse of the Western Roman Empire.
___460__ - death of St. Patrick
___496__ - Baptism of Clovis and the birth of the France
___529__ - St. Benedict establishes a monastery at Monte Cassino
___565__  - Death of Justinian

2. Vocabulary: Write the word that matches the definition. Use the words in the box.

__miter_____________ - a tall hat worn by Catholic bishops
__Merovingians______ - Frankish kings who lived in northern Gaul (France)
__basilica___________ - a large or important church
__Justinian Code_____ - a collection of all the Roman Imperial laws
__Gaul______________ - country in Europe now known as France
__druids_____________ - powerful group of pagan priests in Ireland

3. Who Am I?
a) I said Mass for Queen Clotilde in her private chapel and often talked to Clovis about 

Christianity. __St. Regimius___ (Ch. 6)
b) b) I was a student of St. Enda and founded monasteries in Scotland. __St. 

Columba___ (Ch. 5)
c) I was a hermit who lived in a cave before I founded the Benedictine order. __St. 

Benedict___ (Ch. 4)
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Chapter 7 Questions

1. During the 7th and 8th centuries, Christianity and Islam were both spreading. 
However, the Christian approach to spreading the faith was very different from the 
Muslim approach. How so?

Christians believe in freedom of religion, and so they try to win the hearts and 
minds of converts through acts of charity (caring for the poor and sick) and 
through preaching and education. As you will see in the next chapter, there have 
been times when Christian rulers forced Christianity on the people of lands they 
have conquered, but this is not the Christian norm or ideal.  God wants us to love 
him freely, and love cannot be forced. In the same way, true conversion to the 
faith cannot be forced.

In the Middle Ages, Muslims believed in using force to compel others to follow 
Islam. “Fight those who believe not in Allah nor the Last Day, nor hold that 
forbidden which hath been forbidden by Allah and His Messenger, nor 
acknowledge the religion of Truth, (even if they are) of the People of the Book, 
until they pay the Jizya with willing submission, and feel themselves 
subdued.” (Qur’an 9:29)

Muslims forced Christians, Jews, and pagans to become Muslim through 
persecution. Christians and Jews had to pay special taxes or be killed if they did 
not practice Islam. They were not allowed to show or practice their faith freely. As 
Islam armies conquered new kingdoms, the people in those kingdoms were 
forced to become Muslim.

Today, it is mostly only the radical Muslims who try to use persecution and 
violence to make others follow Islam. Most Muslims living in the United States do 
not try to force their religion on others.
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2. In the New Testament, Jesus warns, “Every kingdom divided against itself is brought 
to desolation, and every city or house divided against itself will not stand.” (Mt 12:25) 
How is this statement true for King Roderic, Sisbert, and the Visigothis nobles? Do you 
think the Visigoths would have been able to withstand the Moors if they had been 
united?
Recall that before Roderic became King, Sisberth’s family had opposed him. 
When the Moors attacked Spain, Sisberth betrayed Roderic, thinking that if 
Roderic fell, he would rise in power. Roderic was counting on the support of 
Sisbert and the other Visigothic nobles, and thus went into battle against the 
Moors. However, the Visigothic nobles withdrew their support and let Roderic and 
his warriors be killed by the Moors. The Moors then went after Sisbert and the 
other nobles and killed them all as well. The Visigoths, divided amongst 
themselves, were weakened. If they had fought as one united group, they would 
have had a better chance at defeating the Moors. Instead, their treachery led to 
the destruction of their kingdoms. 
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Chapter 8 Questions

1. The Battle of Tours (Oct. 10, 732) is known as one of history’s most crucial and 
decisive battles. Why do you think this is? How do you think this battle effected 
Christianity? Do you think that although the battle happened more than 1000 years ago, 
it could have affected your life? Why or why not?
Many historians believe that if Martel had not stopped the Moors at the Battle of 
Tours, the Muslims would have taken over Europe. Islam would have become the 
predominant religion and Christianity would have been suppressed. It is possible 
that if your ancestors were from European descent, your grandparents, parents, 
and even you might have been Muslim.

2. Like many great rulers before him, Charlemagne did many wonderful things for his 
people and for the Church. However, he was not perfect. What were some of the 
positive things he did, and what were some of his mistakes? 
Besides being a powerful conquerer, Charlemagne was a very devoted Catholic. 
He attended Mass and heard the Divine Office in his own chapel. He educated his 
children in the faith, built monasteries, and was concerned about the education of 
priests. He supported the popes and protected Pope Leo during a riot in Rome. 
During his reign and there was a rebirth of learning and culture. Unfortunately, his 
zeal for the church was misguided in that he forced German pagans to become 
Christian when he conquered their lands. Forcing conquered people to choose 
between death or Christianity is a grievous disregard for the religious freedom of 
others.
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Chapter 8 Cumulative Review

1. Remember these rulers! Put them in order and write the date.
380 - Theodosius makes Christianity the official religion of the Roman Empire
800 - Charlemagne’s Coronation
496 - Baptism of Clovis
732 - Charles Martel defeats the Moors at the Battle of Tours
330 - Constantine renames Byzantium Constantinople

2. Vocabulary: Match each word with its definition

1. Merovingians —> f) a) Muslim invaders

2. Carolingians—> d) b) nomadic people who lived on the Arabian Peninsula

3. Arabs—> b) c) a  political and religious head of the Islamic religion

4. Muslim—> e) d) the family of Charles Martel, Pepin, and Charlemagne

5. Caliph—> c) e) those who follow Mohammed’s teachings

6. Moors—> a) f) Frankish kings who lived in northern Gaul (France)

Date Ruler

1 330 Constantine renames Byzantium Constantinople

2 380 Theodosius makes Christianity the official religion of the Roman Empire

3 496 Baptism of Clovis

4 732 Charles Martel defeats the Moors at the Battle of Tours

5 800 Charlemagne’s Coronation
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Chapter 9 Questions

1. How did the monks’ vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience enable them to win the 
trust of the barbarians?

By their way of life, the monks made it clear that they were not after the 
barbarians’ wealth. They gave up earthly goods for spiritual goods. They were not 
seeking wives because they had made vows of chastity. In coming to the lands of 
the barbarians, they were not looking after their own interests.  Rather, they were 
seeking to share the good news of Jesus Christ. Their acts of charity and good-
will convinced the barbarians that they were trustworthy.

2. Faith often gives rise to courage. How did St. Boniface’s faith give him the courage to 
chop down Thor’s Oak even when a storm came up?
St. Boniface knew that he was doing God’s work and he had faith that God would 
protect him. He also knew that Thor was a fake god and could not harm him. 
When the storm came up, the Hessians thought it was the wrath of Thor. St. 
Boniface, however,  knew it was really the work of God. So, he was not afraid and 
continued to chop at the oak until the storm made it crash to the ground.
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Chapter 10 Questions

1. Vortigern hired mercenaries to fight the pagans who were attacking Britain, but this 
back-fired on him. What is the problem with hiring mercenaries?

Because they only work for pay, mercenaries have no true loyalties. They are not 
fighting for a cause such as freedom or for the protection of their land and family, 
but only for the money. Mercenaries are more likely to desert their army or betray 
their employers if a better opportunity presents itself. This is what happened with 
Hengist and Horsa, who tricked Vortigern into inviting Anglo-Saxons to come to 
Britain and then seized his power.

2. What can you tell about King Alfred’s character from reading this chapter? List at 
least two virtues he had and give examples/evidence.
1. King Alfred was a true leader. He put himself in danger before his men when 

he went to check out the cottage alone while his men hid in the bushes.
2. King Alfred was humble. When he went to the cottage, he did not reveal his 

true identity as King. Instead, he allowed the peasant woman to boss him 
around and even to beat him when he burned the cakes. 

3. Alfred was forgiving. He became Guthrum’s godfather in baptism and gave the 
Vikings a piece of land to live on.
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Ch. 10 Cumulative Review

1. Dates to Remember: Fill in these important dates in Church History.
380 - Theodosius makes Christianity the official religion of the Roman Empire
460 - death of St. Patrick
496 - Baptism of Clovis and the birth of the France
529 - St. Benedict establishes a monastery at Monte Cassino
597 - Pope Gregory I sends Augustine to England
732 - Charles Martel defeats the Moors at the Battle of Tours
800 - Charlemagne is crowned Holy Roman Emperor

2. Write the word that matches the definition. Use the words in the box:

mercenaries - soldiers for hire who work merely for money
Heptarchy - the seven kingdoms of Britain
Hessians - a pagan Germanic tribe
missionary - someone who is sent forth to bring the Christian faith to others
Papal bull - a document issued by the Pope about an important matter
Carolingian - the family of Charles Martel, Pepin, and Charlemagne

3. Who Am I?
a) I founded a monastery school on Aran Mor where many kings, nobles, and saints 

were educated. ______St. Enda_____ (Ch. 5)
b) I accidentally burned the cakes of a peasant woman while I was deep in thought 

about fighting the Danes. ___King Alfred the Great_______ (Ch. 10)
c) I was a very short noble who captured the Merovingian King Childeric, cut off his 

long hair,  and became King of the Franks. __Pepin the Short___ (Ch. 8)
d) I chopped down Thor’s Oak. ____St. Boniface___ (Ch. 9)
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Chapter 11 Questions

1. Compare Alfred the Great with Charles the Simple in their treatment of the vikings.  
Name three ways they were similar.

2. They both fought the viking invaders. Alfred battled against Guthrum and the 
Danes. Charles fought Rollo and the Norse.

3. They both made peace by offering the vikings land.
4. They both convinced the viking leaders to embrace Christianity.

2. How did the Church curb the Normans’ thirst for battle?
The Church taught that no one should fight on Sundays or Holy Days. It also 
established the Right of Sanctuary, forbidding all violence inside a church. 
Because the Normans were devout, they generally obeyed these laws.
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Chapter 12 Questions

1. Who do you think was the rightful heir to St. Edward and King of England - Harold 
Godwinson (the Ango-Saxon noble) or Duke William of Normandy? Give at least two 
arguments to support your claim.

Arguments in favor of Harold:
1. Harold was an Anglo-Saxon and the Anglo-Saxons of England wanted him to 

be their king.
2. When he was on his deathbed, Edward made Harold his heir (or so Harold 

claimed)
3. Although Harold swore an oath that he would support William’s claim to the 

throne, he was forced to do it. Is an oath that is forced valid?

Arguments for William:
1. Supposedly King Edward had promised to leave the throne to William when he 

died (or so William claimed)
2. Harold had promised to support William’s claim to the English throne and had 

sworn an oath to keep this promise.

2. During the Battle of Hastings, the Ango-Saxons had the advantage of being up on a 
hill, and they had their Shield Wall. They were physically impenetrable. However, they 
had some weaknesses which led to their defeat. What were they? Name and describe 
at least two.

The Anglo-Saxons fell for the trick of the Normans. They were too quick to 
proclaim themselves the winners of the battle and were carried away by the 
thought of victory and plunder. As they rushed after the Normans, they did not 
stay in an orderly formation, causing gaps in their shield wall. Essentially, they 
were rash and undisciplined.
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Chapter 12 Cumulative Review

Date Review: Fill in the blanks.
1. 313 - The Roman Empire is split into __Eastern___ and _Western__ halves.
2. 380 - ____Theodosius__ makes Christianity the official religion of the Western 

Roman Empire.
3. 476 - ___Collapse__ of the Western Roman Empire.
4. 496 - Baptism of __Clovis__.
5. 529 - St. Benedict establishes a monastery at __Monte___ _Cassino___.
6. 597 - Pope Gregory I sends ____Augustine___ to England.
7. 732 - Charles Martel defeats the Moors at the __Battle___ _of_ __Tours__.
8. _800__ - Charlemagne is crowned Holy Roman Emperor.
9. 886 - __Alfred___ _the_ __Great__ drives the Danes out of Wessex.
10. 1066 - Duke William of Normandy conquers Saxon England at the __Battle____ 

_of_ __Hastings___.

2. Write the word that matches the definition. Use the words in the box:

1. __ tapestry_____ - an embroidered cloth with pictures that tell a story
2. __ Right of Sanctuary_ - a law stating that anyone can hide in a church and be 

safe
3. ___ chain mail_____- a coat of armor made of tiny metal rings
4. _____monastery____ - a special building where monks live
5. ___ mercenaries____ - soldiers for hire who work merely for money
6. ___ Carolingian______ - the family of Charles Martel, Pepin, and Charlemagne
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Chapter 13 Questions

1. According to the Catechism of the Catholic Church, there are four conditions that 
make a war just:

1. the damage inflicted by the aggressor on the nation or community of nations     
must be lasting, grave, and certain;

2. all other means of putting an end to it must have been shown to be impractical     
or ineffective;

3. there must be serious prospects of success;
4. the use of arms must not produce evils and disorders graver than the evil to be 
    eliminated. The power of modem means of destruction weighs very heavily in     

evaluating this condition. (CCC 2309)

Why did the Christians go on Crusade? Give at least two reasons. Based on the 
conditions for a just war, do you think the Crusades were just? Do you think the 
Crusades met the conditions for a Just War? Why or why not? Do you have enough 
information to know if the Crusades met all the conditions for a just war?

The Christians went on Crusade to help the Byzantine Christians who were being 
persecuted by the Seljuk Turks and to free the Holy Land from the Muslims. The 
Crusaders believed it was God’s Will that they help their Christian brethren.
The Crusaders probably met the four conditions for just war:
Condition 1 - Muslims were treating Christian pilgrims with violence and were 
attacking Byzantine lands. They were forcing people in conquered lands to adopt 
Islam. 
Condition 2  - The Christians did not seem to have another way of stopping the 
Muslims from attacking Christians. However, more information would be needed 
to confirm this.
Condition 3 - The First Crusade was successful, so there was reason to believe 
that other crusades would work. The Crusaders believed it was God’s Will that 
they liberate the Holy Land, so they probably believed they would have success.
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Condition 4 - The Crusaders probably believed that the evil of persecuting Turks 
was greater than the evil of the violence they would need to use to liberate the 
Holy Land. We would need more information on this, too.
2. Were the Crusades a success or a failure? Give at least three reasons for your 
answer.

Reasons why the Crusades were a failure:
1. Tens of thousands of people died.
2. In the end, Muslims still controlled the Holy Land.
3. Some Christians got carried away and were too violent and/or plundered when 

they should not have.
4. Emperor Alexius did not supply the Crusaders at Antioch so the Crusaders 

did not return the conquered lands to the Byzantine Empire. This caused more 
frictions between the Eastern and Western Christians.

Reasons why the Crusades were a success:
1. New trade routes between the East and West opened up.
2. Valuable manuscripts were brought back from the Holy Land and these led to 

great advances in philosophy and science.
3. The Crusades fought in Spain and Poland were successful.
4. The ideals of chivalry, pilgrimage, reverence for the Holy Land, and military 

courage were promoted.
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Chapter 14 Questions

1. What is lay investiture? Give at least two reasons why lay investiture is not good for 
the Church.

Lay investiture is when a bishop is given his staff and ring by a king or a layman 
in power. It is problematic because it gave emperors too much power over the 
Church. They then used this power for their own political motives instead of for 
the good of the Church. Lay investiture often led to simony. Emperors would 
choose bishops who would support them politically rather than choose men who 
were truly holy and more  concerned about people’s spiritual welfare.

Bishops should be primarily concerned about spiritual matters, not earthly riches 
or political power. Their ring and staff were signs of their spiritual office and 
should therefore be given by a spiritual leader.

2.  Whose power is more important? The priest’s power or the king’s power? Give two 
reasons for you answer.

According to Pope Gelasius, the power of the priest is more important because: 
1. Priests are accountable to God for the souls under their care, including the 

souls of kings.
2. In spiritual matters, kings must obey the clergy.
3. Spiritual matters are more important than earthly matters.
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Chapter 14 Cumulative Review

1. Dates to Remember: Fill in these important dates:
__732____ - Charles Martel defeats the Moors at the Battle of Tours
__886____ - Alfred the Great drives the Danes out of Wessex
__1066___ - William of Normandy conquers Saxon England at the Battle of Hastings
__1099___ - The First Crusade captures Jerusalem
__1187___ - Saladin recaptures Jerusalem

__1192___ - King Richard and Saladin make a truce to end the Third Crusade

2. Write the word that matches the definition. Use the words in the box:
___layman________ - a non-ordained member of the church
___excommunicate________ - to remove someone from the church
___simony_____ - the buying and selling of Church offices
___Seljuks___ - Islamic Turks who attacked Byzantine lands
___crusaders_ - someone who went to fight the Muslims in the Holy Land
___schism________ - a split in the church

3. Who said it?
1. “I refuse to wear a crown of gold where Christ wore a crown of thorns.” _____Sir 

Godfrey of Bouillon______ (Ch. 13)
2. “Before a man can be forgiven, he must repent. One cannot repent while denying he 

has sinned.”  ___Pope Gregory VII______ (Ch. 14)
3. “Knights of Normandy, charge!” ___Duke William of Normandy_____ (Ch. 12)
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Chapter 15 Question

1. During the Middle Ages, many monks stopped doing manual labor. This was 
because many nobles who became monks thought that doing manual work was 
beneath their dignity. Think of at least two reasons why doing manual labor is good 
for the soul.

Answers will vary. Here are some examples.
Manual labor is good for the soul because:
-  Working on and relying on the earth (farming)it makes people trust in Divine 

Providence. 
- It teaches humility. 
- It allows for a balance between prayer, (manual) work, and study.
- It helps avoid idleness.
- Jesus was a laborer. Thus, doing manual labor allows us to united ourselves 

more closely to Him.
- St. Benedict stressed the importance of work, and it is important for members 

of an order to preserve and follow the teachings of its founder, otherwise the 
teachings will get watered-down.
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Chapter 16 Questions

1. What were the ideals of chivalry? Why was chivalry so important in the Middle Ages?
Chivalry called knights to defend the weak, be courteous and helpful to women, 
be merciful, respect the property of civilians, keep one’s word, and stand up for 
the rights of the church. It was important in the Middle Ages because it helped 
protect women, children, the weak, and the Church especially during times of 
war. It curbed the devastating effects of war by requiring knights to maintain 
certain standards of goodness.

2. How do you think chivalric treatment of women in the Middle Ages differed from 
treatment of women in Ancient Times?
In Ancient Times, women were seen as objects to be owned and used, and they 
were often treated as being inferior to men. In Medieval Times, Christian knights 
were taught that they needed to respect all women out of love for Our Lady, the 
Mother of Christ. Knights were taught to protect and revere women. Not all men 
did this, but chivalry held up the respectful treatment of women as an ideal to 
aspire to.

3. Is chivalry something that young men today should aspire to? Why or why not?
Although chivalry is a code of conduct from the Middle Ages, it is still relevant to 
young men today. Chivalry requires men to be virtuous — respectful, merciful, 
honest, and courageous. Everyone should aspire to living out these virtues.
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Chapter 16 Cumulative Review

1. Remember these events! Write the date and put them in order.
__1270__ - St. King Louis IX dies on Crusade
__800___ - Charlemagne’s Coronation
__1099__ - The First Crusade captures Jerusalem
__732___ - Charles Martel defeats the Moors at the Battle of Tours
__476___ - Collapse of the Western Roman Empire

2. Vocabulary: Match each word with its definition

1. page —> f) a) all the symbols and colors of noble families

2. lay investiture —> c) b) towers used to scale the walls of cities and forts

3. siege tower —> b) c) when a bishop is given his staff and ring by a layman

4. papal legate—> e) d) people who served or pledged loyalty to their lord

5. vassals—> d) e) a representative of the pope

Date Event

1 476 Collapse of the Western Roman Empire
2 732 Charles Martel defeats the Moors at the Battle of Tours
3 800 Charlemagne’s Coronation
4 1099 The First Crusade captures Jerusalem
5 1270 St. King Louis IX dies on Crusade
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6. heraldry—> a) f) a boy in training for combat at the house of a nobleman

Chapter 17 Questions

1. How did the Moors treat the Christians of Andalusia?

The Moors persecuted the Christians heavily: Christians were not allowed to 
openly express their faith, many were sold as slaves in North Africa, and they 
were beheaded if they tried to tell Muslims about Jesus.

2. In the face of such violent persecution, what do you think gave Christians the strength 
to keep their faith and fight back the Moors?

Answers will vary. Some examples are:
 - The courage of Christians like Pelayo ignited bravery in other Spaniards.
- The Christians were united into powerful kingdoms whereas the Moors were 

divided and fought amongst themselves, weakening each other’s power.
- The Christians had great faith and devotion to St. James, who often helped 

them in battle. Relying on supernatural aid gave the Christians even more 
courage.

- King Fernando III of Castile was a great leader. He was so just that some Moors 
preferred to be ruled by him than by other Moorish princes.
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Chapter 18 Questions

1. Why do you think poets and troubadours were so important in the Middle Ages? Do 
you think poets and musicians are still an important part of our culture today?

Poets and troubadours were important in the Middle Ages because most people 
were illiterate. The only way they could learn and enjoy stories were by the 
recitation and songs of traveling poets and musicians. Poets and troubadours 
also brought news of events that happened in other places. There were no radios, 
TVs, or internet, so troubadours were an important source of information and 
entertainment.

Today, poetry is not as appreciated as well as it ought because people have many 
other forms of entertainment competing with it. Videos now give visual 
entertainment which require less imagination and mental exertion than simply 
listening to a poem does. Music, however, is still an important and popular form 
of entertainment, and we see this by the way rock stars and other musicians are 
celebrated.

2. The great literature from the Middle Ages, such as The Divine Comedy, Canterbury 
Tales, and stories of King Arthur and his Knights are still read and appreciated even 
today. What do you think makes these poems and stories so timeless?

Many of the works from the Middle Ages that became classics because they 
ennoble the readers. For example, The Divine Comedy teaches about God’s 
mercy and justice. Canterbury Tales contain lessons about Christian living. The 
tales of King Arthur and the Song of Roland inspire courage and integrity. Works 
that enlighten, inspire, and elevate their readers are often lasting.
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Chapter 18 Cumulative Review

1. Date Review: Write the dates for the following events:
__496____ -  Baptism of Clovis
__529____ -  St. Benedict establishes a monastery at Monte Cassino
__597____ - Pope Gregory sends Augustine to England
__1066___ - Duke William of Normandy conquers the Saxons at the Battle of Hastings
__1099___ - The First Crusade captures Jerusalem
__1192___ - King Richard and Saladin make a truce and end the Third Crusade
__1270___ - King Louis dies on Crusade
__1492___ - end of the Reconquista

2.   Write the word that matches the definition. Use the words in the box:

___epic_________- a long poem about a warrior-hero
___Reconquista______ - the struggle of Christians to win back land from the Moors
___troubadour______ - a wandering poet who would recite poems for the nobility
___squire________ - a personal servant to a lord in battle
___vassals_________ - people who pledged loyalty to their lord
___hagiographies______ - stories of the lives of the saints

3. Who Am I?
a) I wrote a famous poem about Hell, Purgatory, and Heaven. ___Dante Alighieri____ 

(ch. 18)
b) I was the King of France who died while on Crusade. __St. King Louis IX_ (ch. 16)
c) After six months of battle, the Moorish lord of Coimbra handed me the keys of the 

city.__St. King Ferdinand III____ (ch. 17)
d) I insisted on choosing the Pope. __Otto the Great_____ (ch. 14)
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Chapter 19 Questions

1. What were the duties of a serf to his lord? What were the responsibilities of a lord to 
his serf? Do you think this was a fair relationship? Why or why not?

Answers will vary, but here is one possible answer:
A serf farmed on the noble’s land and gave his lord part of his harvest. He 
sometimes did other jobs for him. In return, a noble protected his serf and built 
roads and bridges within his territory. 
This relationship could be fair if the noble did not take advantage of his serfs and 
if he treated them well. Often, however, lords kept their serfs in extreme poverty 
and did not allow them upward mobility. This is why some serfs abandoned their 
farms and fled to the city.

2. Why were guilds very important in medieval society? Do you think we should have 
guilds today? Why or why not?
Guilds were important in medieval society because they made sure products 
were made well and pricing was fair. Guilds gave work a Christian dignity. 
Craftsmen in guilds did not only work for money, but also for the sake of 
excellence in their craft. 
Guilds would be helpful today since they would encourage people to excel in the 
craft and charge fair prices.

Chapter 19 Activity
If your student is not sure how to place people in the pyramid, show them some 
examples. These can be found  with a google search on “Feudal system.”
Other examples can be found at:
1. https://sites.google.com/site/humanitiesfactbook/home/year-7/middle-ages/the-
feudal-system
2. https://medievaleuropefeudalsystem.weebly.com/overview.html
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Chapter 20 Questions

1.  Pope Benedict XVI once said that the cathedrals of the medieval period were “the most 
exalted artistic creations of all civilization.” He went on to say:

The masterpieces of art created in Europe in past centuries are incomprehensible unless one 
takes into account the religious spirit that inspired them…. The strength of the Romanesque 
style and the splendour of the Gothic cathedrals remind us that the via pulchritudinis, the way of 
beauty, is a privileged and fascinating path on which to approach the Mystery of God. What is 
the beauty that writers, poets, musicians, and artists contemplate and express in their language 
other than the reflection of the splendour of the eternal Word made flesh? … May the Lord help 
us to rediscover the way of beauty as one of the itineraries, perhaps the most attractive and 
fascinating, on which to succeed in encountering and loving God.  - General Audience, Nov. 18, 
2009. http://w2.vatican.va/content/benedict-xvi/en/audiences/2009/documents/hf_ben-
xvi_aud_20091118.html

How did the art and architecture of the medieval cathedrals help people grow in their faith? How 
can beauty bring you to a closer encounter with Christ?
Answers will vary. Here is an example:
The architecture of the Medieval cathedrals always pointed to God and made one’s eyes 
look upwards toward heaven. The stain glass windows and the statues in the church 
often depicted scenes from the Bible. Thus, cathedrals were called “Bibles in stone.” The 
sheer beauty of the cathedrals inspired awe and reverence for God.

Beauty can bring us closer to God because it reflects God’s goodness and His love for 
us. Beauty in nature and art can draw us into prayer and communion with Him. When I 
see a beautiful sunrise or the stars shining in the sky, it reminds me how much God 
loves me and I marvel at what an incredible Creator He is. Beautiful music and art can 
soothe my soul or make me rejoice. God is so good to fill our lives with beauty.

You can find more thoughts at: https://catholicexchange.com/beauty-reflects-gods-love-us
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2. Fill in the Venn diagram to show the differences and similarities between 
Romanesque and Gothic churches. Use the following descriptions:
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Activity: Romanesque or Gothic? 
Label each church as either Romanesque or Gothic.

Romanesque Gothic

Gothic Romanesque
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Gothic

Romanesque
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Chapter 20 Cumulative Review

Date Review: Fill in the blanks.
1. 476 - ___Collapse___ of the Western Roman Empire.
2. 529 - St. Benedict establishes a monastery at ___Monte__ ___Cassino__.
3. 732 - Charles Martel defeats the Moors at the _Battle_ _of_ __Tours_.
4. _800_ - Charlemagne is crowned Holy Roman Emperor.
5. 886 - __Alfred___ the_ ___Great__ drives the Danes out of Wessex.
6. 1066 - Duke William of Normandy conquers Saxon England at the _Battle__ _of_ 

_Hastings_.
7. __1099__ - The First Crusade captures ___Jerusalem__.
8. 1492 - End of the _Reconquista__.

2. Write the word that matches the definition. Use the words in the box:

___skirmishers_____ - large disorganized groups of men with knives and slings
___serf____________ - a peasant bound to the farm he rented from his lord
___bolt____________ - an arrow of a cross-bow
___secular_________ - used for a non-religious purpose
___guild___________ - a group of master craftsmen
___lay investiture___ - when a bishop is given his staff and ring by a layman

3. Who Am I?
1. I was the first Christian Queen of France. __St. Clotilde___ (Ch. 6)
2. St. Micheal the Archangel burned a hole in my head so I would not forget to build an 

Abbey on a cliff. ___St. Aubert___ (Ch. 11)
3. I led the French Army in the First Crusade and captured Jerusalem but refused to be 

crowned king. ___Duke Godfrey of Bouillon___ (Ch. 13)
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1. Fill in the Venn diagram to show the differences and similarities between 
Benedictines, Franciscans, and Dominicans. Use the following descriptions:
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2. If you had to choose between becoming a Benedictine, a Franciscan, or a Dominican, 
which one would you choose? Give at least two reasons for your choice.

Answers will vary.

           St. Benedict          St. Francis            St. Dominic
https://pixabay.com/en/saint-benedict-patron-saint-of-europe-1508869/

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Reni_St._Francis.JPG

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wikiFile:The_Perugia_Altarpiece,_Side_Panel_Depicting_St._Dominic.jpg
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Chapter 22 Questions

1. Why was education run by priests and monks during the Middle Ages?
During the Middle Ages most people did not have the opportunity to learn to read. 
Peasants were mostly illiterate. Tradesmen taught their trade to their children. 
Usually only children of nobility or those who were becoming priests learned to 
read. Thus, priest and monks were among the few that could read. The only 
schools were at monasteries or cathedral schools, where priests and monks 
taught.

2. Why is education so important? How is an education different from an 
apprenticeship?

According to the textbook: Education is important because educated people 
understand themselves, the world and the order God has established for things. 
They know how they ought to live in this world so as to be happy and attain 
heaven. 

An apprenticeship is training for a specific skill. The activities of an apprentice are 
focussed on gaining expertise in a specific trade, whereas a good education 
engages the heart, mind, and soul of a student in a variety of subject areas. 

2. Which of the seven liberal arts subjects are you currently studying?
Answers will vary.
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Chapter 22 Cumulative Review

1. Remember these events! Write the date and put them in order.
__496__ - Baptism of Clovis
__1192_ - King Richard and Saladin make a truce to end the Third Crusade
__1492_ - end of the Reconquista
__1054_ - The Great Schism splits the Church between East and West
__313__ - Roman Empire is split between East and West

2. Famous Medieval Works: Name the author of the following works:
City of God - _______St. Augustine_______ (Ch. 2)
The Justinian Code - ____Justinian I__________ (Ch. 3)
The Rule of St. Benedict -___St. Benedict___________(Ch. 4)
The Divine Comedy - ___Dante Alighieri_____(Ch. 18)
The Canterbury Tales  - _____Geoffrey Chaucer_______(Ch. 18)
Summa Theologiae- _____St. Thomas Aquinas______ (Ch. 22)

3. Who Am I? 
1. I was the founder of the Friars Minor and was graced with the Stigmata.            

___St. Francis of Assisi____ (Ch. 21)
2. I was the first to call for a Crusade to help the Christians in Byzantium.           

__Pope Urban II_____ (Ch. 13)
3. I was the Norse viking war captain who embraced Christianity when Charles the 

Simple gave me land in Northern France. _____Rollo the Viking___ (Ch. 11)

Date Event

1 313 The Roman Empire is split between East and West

2 496 Baptism of Clovis

3 1054 The Great Schism splits the Church between East and West

4 1192 King Richard and Saladin make a truce to end the Third Crusade

5 1492 end of the Reconquista
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Chapter 23 Questions

1. Why were heresies so dangerous during the Middle Ages?
Heresies led people away from the faith. Heresies were not just a religious 
problem or a matter of personal beliefs. They often led to violence and political 
uprisings, and they even disrupted the very order of society. 

2. The Church affirms religious freedom. Do you think that the Inquisition was 
disrespectful of the religious freedom of those who believed in heresies? Why or why 
not? Give at least one reason for your answer.
***Parents, please discuss this with your children***
Answers will vary, here are some examples:
Reasons for why the Inquisition was disrespectful of religious freedom:
1. People who did not “repent” were punished, but you can’t force repentance. 

People should be allowed to believe what they think is true without being 
punished.

Reason for why the Inquisition was not disrespectful of religious freedom:
1. When a belief leads to violence, something needs to be done to protect the 

safety of people in society. The Inquistion was necessary to stabilize society.

Parents, here is some important information you may want to share with your students:
The reality of the Inquisition is that it was a fair and just court that held jurisdiction only over 
Catholics.  Muslims and Jews were never actively persecuted, and only those who converted to 
the Catholic Faith under false pretenses (knows as the converses), were sought for judgment. 
The process was always formal and relied upon the collection and presentation of evidence. 
Torture was rarely used (much less than in secular courts at the time), and it was never used as 
a means to covert people to the Catholic Faith.  The Church did not have any authority to 
sentence people to death, and thus it was actually the secular government that would execute 
those who were declared obstinate in their heresy.  Even those who were executed made up a 
much smaller number than those executed in modern-day penal systems.  A modern scholar of 
the Spanish Inquisition estimates that over the length of the Inquisition (250 years) 
approximately 3,000 people were sentenced by the state to capital punishment, an average of 
12 per year.  (Source:  Epic: A Journey Through Church History by Steve Weidenkopf and Dr. 
Alan Schreck)

For more information, see:  https://www.catholic.com/tract/the-inquisition
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3. The Cathars believed that the human body was created by an evil spirit and that only 
the soul, which was trapped in the body, was from God. Thus, they rejected marriage, 
since marriage led to children and more “imprisoned souls”. Think of two arguments to 
refute this.

***Parents, please discuss this with your children. It is likely they will have 
difficulty answering this question.***
Answers will vary, here are some examples:

1. In the Bible, it says that God, not an evil spirit,  made man: then the Lord God 
formed man from the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the 
breath of life; and the man became a living being. (Genesis 2:7) God made 
both his body and his spirit. Thus, both man’s body and soul are intrinsically 
good.

2. Jesus’ presence and his miracle at the Wedding Feast at Cana is an 
affirmation of the goodness of marriage.

3. Without marriage and children, the human race cannot continue. 
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Chapter 24 Questions

1. Name two ways that Frederick Barbarossa helped the Church and two ways he 
harmed the Church.

Frederick Barbarossa helped the Church in two ways: He helped Pope Adrian win 
back Rome, and he led his Army in the Third Crusade. He harmed the Church by 
trying to conquer cities in Northern Italy. When Pope Alexander tried to get him to 
stop, Frederick tried to undermine the Pope by supporting an antipope.

2. Describe two similarities between Frederick Barbarossa and Frederick II.

They were both crowned Holy Roman Emperor by the pope and they were both 
excommunicated.

3. Circle the two words that you think best describe Philip IV’s character. Give two 
reasons for your answer.

proud stubborn wise greedy revengeful pious

Answers will vary. One example is: 
Greedy and revengeful. Philip was greedy because he wanted to tax the French 
church and he wanted the money of the Templar knights. He was revengeful 
because when Pope Boniface sent a Papal bull reminding him that he owed 
obedience to the Pope, King Philip sent thugs to kidnap and beat him up.
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Chapter 24 Cumulative Review

1. Date Review: Write the dates for the following events:
___313___ - The Roman Empire is split between East and West
___380___ - Theodosius makes Christianity the official religion of the Roman Empire
___476___ - Collapse of the Western Roman Empire
___496____ - Baptism of Clovis
___529___ - St. Benedict establishes a monastery at Monte Cassino
___597___ - Pope Gregory I sends Augustine to England
___732___ - Charles Martel defeats the Moors at the Battle of Tours
___800___ - Charlemagne is crowned Holy Roman Emperor

2.   Vocabulary: Match each word with its definition.

1. antipope —> e) a) a religious order that survives by begging

2. heresy —> f) b) the study of grammar, logic, and rhetoric

3. psalter —> c) c) the 150 Psalms collected in a single volume

4.Trivium —> b) d) change of the bread and wine into Jesus’ Body and Blood

5. transubstantiation —>d) e) a man who declares to be pope but is not

6. mendicant order —> a) f) Greek for “wrong thinking”

7. Gothic —> h) g) the front of a church

8. facade —> g) h) architectural style: high towers, stain glass windows
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Chapter 25 Questions
1. St. Catherine of Siena wrote several letters to Pope Gregory XI begging him to 

return to Rome. Read these excerpts from her letters:

Since [Christ] has given you authority and you have accepted it, you ought to be using the 
power and strength that is yours.  If you don’t intend to use it, it would be better and more to 
God’s honor and the good of your soul to resign….If I were in your place, I would be afraid of 
incurring divine judgment…. Cursed be you, for time and power were entrusted to you and you 
did not use them!  3

I beg of you, on behalf of Christ crucified, that you be not a timorous child but manly. Open your 
mouth and swallow down the bitter for the sweet…. I have prayed, and shall pray, sweet and 
good Jesus that He free you from all servile fear, and that holy fear alone remain.  May ardor of 
charity be in you, in such wise as shall prevent you from hearing the voice of incarnate demons, 
and heeding the counsel of perverse counselors, settled in self-love, who, as I understand, want 
to alarm you, so as to prevent your return, saying, "You will die."  Up, father, like a man!  For I 
tell you that you have no need to fear. 4

What was holding Pope Gregory back from returning the Papacy to Rome?
Pope Gregory XI was tempted by the voices of “incarnate demons” and the bad 
advice of self-serving counselors. He was afraid that going to Rome would put his 
life in jeopardy.

2. Imagine that there were two cardinals today both claiming to be the Pope. How do 
you think that would affect the Church today? How would it affect you?
Answers will vary. An example is:
Having two popes would cause a lot of confusion and division in the Church. 
People would not know whose teachings to follow and believe. Many Christians 
would lose faith in the Church. I would be greatly saddened and worried. How 
could I be sure that I was following the true Pope?  

 https://catholicexchange.com/fearless-and-fiery-the-letters-of-catherine-of-siena3

 https://www.catholic.com/magazine/online-edition/how-st-catherine-brought-the-pope-back-to-4

rome#_ftnref3)
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Chapter 26 Questions

1. People in the Middle Ages loved law, order, and justice. Here are the different types 
of laws that governed the people of the Middle Ages. Arrange them in the Venn 
diagram.

Royal laws Canon laws Guild laws Manorial laws Natural laws

2. Good laws promote peace, justice, and order. Bad laws become oppressive and 
harmful. Write two good laws and two bad laws for your family.
Good laws:
No hitting your siblings.
Ask permission to use things that do not belong to you.
Bad laws:
You can eat candy whenever you want.
Children should be seen and not heard.
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Chapter 26 Cumulative Review
1. Date Review: Write the dates for the following events:
___886___ - Alfred the Great drives the Danes our of Wessex
___1054___ - The Great Schism splits the Church between East and West
___1066___ - Duke William of Normandy conquers the Saxons at the Battle of Hastings
___1099___ - The First Crusade captures Jerusalem
___1187___ - Saladin recaptures Jerusalem
___1192___ - King Richard and Saladin make a truce to end the Third Crusade
___1270___ - St. King Louis IX dies on Crusade
___1492___ - End of the Reconquista

2. Hierarchy in medieval society. What are the three steps to becoming:
A knight -            ____page_____   ____squire_____  ____knight_____
A master craftsman - ___apprentice___  ____journeyman____  ___craftsman___
A cardinal - ___priest____   ____bishop____   __cardinal____

3. Who said it?
1. “Shame on you, flies! Obstructing the preaching of the Word of God! An 

excommunication upon the flies of Foigny!” __St. Bernard of Clairvaux___ (Ch. 15)
2. “Show me, my King, what Thou wantest of this Thy knight!” __St. Fernando III__ 

(Ch. 17)
3. “Francis, go and rebuild my church.” __God__ (Ch. 21)
4. “Use my rosary. Teach it to the people. Through this, many will be converted.” 

___Our Lady____ (Ch. 23)
5. “God knows I am innocent…. heaven will avenge us!” __Grandmaster de 

Molay___ (Ch. 24)
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Chapter 27 Questions

1. Imagine you were a doctor who lived during the mid 1300s. You are called to see a 
person who has fallen ill. List five symptoms that you would look for to determine if 
the patient had the Black Death plague:

1. large lumps around armpits, neck, or thighs
2. _chills________________________________
3. __headaches__________________________
4. __fever_______________________________
5. __black splotches on skin_______________

2.  The Black Death killed millions of people and devastated Europe. Describe three 
ways society changed as a result of the plague.

1. _People realized that death came to poor and wealthy alike.______
2. _Peasants received better wages and were charged fairer rents___
3. _People turned to a deeper relationship with God and had greater concern for 

their souls.___

3. How would you feel if you or someone in your family had the plague? Name at least 
three things that you would do:
Answers will vary. Here are some examples:
1. __I would feel afraid and worried.__I would pray for healing.____
2. __I would prepare for death by going to confession and receiving the 

Anointing of the Sick.____
3. __I would quarantine myself or care for the sick person.______
Chapter 28 Questions
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1. Read the beginning of Ch. 28 again very carefully. As you do so, draw a family tree 
of the French Kings. Be sure to include the following people: King Philip IV, Charles 
IV, Isabella, King Edward II of England, King Philip IV’s nephew (Charles Valois), 
Henry V (from the line of Edward II) and Prince Charles (who became King Charles 
VII of France. He came from the line of Charles of Valois.) For help, see: https://
collections.royalarmouries.org/hundred-years-war.html

2. What virtue of St. Joan do you admire the most? Why?
Answers will vary. An example is:
I admire her courage for charging into battle when the English approached and 
for standing firm when the English closed in on her.
I admire her faith for believing that God would be with her in battle.
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Chapter 28 Cumulative Review

1. Date Review: Write the dates for the following events:
__1208___ - St. Francis founds the Order of Friars Minor
__1214___ - Our Lady gives St. Dominic the Rosary
__1270____ - St. King Louis IX dies on Crusade
__1272____ - St. Thomas Aquinas stops work on the Summa
__1348____ -The Black Death devastates Europe
__1429____ - St. Joan lifts the siege at Orleans
__1453____ - End of the Hundred Years War
__1492____ - End of the Reconquista

2. Write the word that matches the definition. Use the words in the box:

___quarantine_______ - to isolate a sick person to avoid the spread of disease
___Canon Law_______ - the laws and traditions used to govern the Church
___plague___________ - a disease that spreads rapidly and kills many people
___bailiff____________ - an officer who administers the laws of the lord
___Third Order_______ - a branch of the Dominicans meant for lay people
___pillory___________ - a wooden structure with holes used for punishment

3. Who Am I?
1. St. Michael the Archangel, St. Catherine, and St. Margaret appeared to me.    

____St. Joan of Arc_____ (Ch. 28)
2. I am the Third Order Dominican who wrote letters to the Pope and visited him at 

Avignon, urging him to return the Papacy to Rome. __St. Catherine of Sienna___ 
(Ch. 25)

3. I send a group of thugs to kidnap and beat the Pope. ___King Philip IV__(Ch. 24)
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Chapter 29 Questions

1. Categorize the kings mentioned in this chapter under the House of Lancaster or the 
House of York. Give a one line description for each.

2. Do you think King Richard’s treatment of his nephews had an effect on how he ruled 
his nobles? Why or why not?
Answers will vary. Here is an example:
Since Richard III usurped the throne from his nephews, imprisoned them, and 
probably had them killed, he was afraid one of his nobles would do the same to 
him. Since he was not trustworthy, he did not trust anyone around him. He was 
very suspicious of the people around him. His paranoia led him to imprison or kill 
many nobles. This probably incited a lot of fear and distrust among the nobles.

3. What led to the rebellion against King Richard?
Three things led to the rebellion:
1. He was not liked by many nobles.
2. He was so afraid of people killing him that he imprisoned or killed many 

nobles.
3. There were rumors that he had his nephews murdered.
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Chapter 30 Questions

1. List five inventions made by medieval monks:
 champagne, parmesan cheese, smelting furnaces, beer
 new breeds of cattle, better strains of wheat, mechanical clock

2. Which invention from the Middle Ages do you think had the greatest impact on 
society? Why?
Answers will vary. Here is one example:
The printing press had the most impact on society. It led to the faster and cheaper 
production of books, which meant more people had access to books. This 
increased literacy and education.

3. If you were an inventor, what would you invent? Draw a picture of how it would look. 
How would it help people or change society? Answers will vary.
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Chapter 31 Cumulative Review

1. Date Review: Write these important dates in English history and put the events in 
order.

__1487_ - End of the War of the Roses
__597__ - Pope Gregory I sends Augustine to England
__1453_ - End of the Hundred Years War
__1066_ - Duke William of Normandy conquers Saxon England at the Battle of Hastings
__1192_ - Richard the Lion Heart and Saladin make a truce to end the Third Crusade
__886__ - Alfred the Great drives the Danes out of Wessex

2. Write the word that matches the definition. Use the words in the box:

__House of Lancaster___ - the family of Henry VI of England
__Albigensians_________ - heretics who believed the human body was evil 
__Divine Office_________ - a division of the Psalms monks pray at different times
__Quadrivium__________ - the study of arithmetic, geometry, music, and astronomy
__troubadour__________ - a wandering poet-musician
__water wheel_________ - a large wheel that produces energy from flowing water

Date Event

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Chapter 31 Questions

1. Prince Henry wanted to find a way to sail to the Far East because he wanted to 
establish a trade route that would bring spices, silk, and other riches to Portugal. 
How do you think such a trade route would affect Christianity?

New routes to India that did not require going through Muslim lands would enable 
missionaries to go to the Far East and spread the Gospel. (Within fifty years of 
Vasco de Gama’s setting up a trade post in India, Saint Francis Xavier went to 
India as a missionary.)

2. Why did it take much courage and perseverance to sail around Africa in the late 
Middle Ages?

It took a lot of courage and perseverance to sail around Africa because:
- No European sailor had ever gone around it before.
- Some people believed the tip of Africa was the bottom of the Earth.
- Some people believed that the ocean would be too hot and dangerous.
- Sailors who did sail partway around Africa returned to Portugal with stories of 

fierce pagan warriors.
- The waters were choppy and dangerous at the southern tip of Africa.
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Chapter 32 Questions

1. If the Byzantine bishops had kept their agreements from the Council of Lyon or the 
Council of Florence, how do you think history would have been different?

Answers will vary. Here is an example:
If the Byzantine bishops had kept their agreements, the Schism between the East 
and West would have been reconciled. Christians in the West probably would 
have helped them against the Turks. United, they might have been able to win 
back some of the lands conquered by the Turks. The Byzantine Empire might 
have lasted for a longer time. The Hagia Sophia might have remained a Christian 
Church instead of becoming a Muslim mosque.

2.  What does the history of the Byzantine Empire teach us about the importance of 
forgiveness, reconciliation, and Christian unity?

Answers will vary. Here is one example:
Christians need to work hard on forgiving past offenses and reconciling their 
cultural differences in order to stay united. Without unity, Christian nations are 
weakened and can fall to invaders from other religions. They can even lose their 
religious freedom. Christian unity brings about the conversion of souls. This is 
why at the Last Supper,  Jesus prayed for unity: 

I pray not only for them, but also for those who will believe in me through their 
word, so that they may all be one, as you, Father, are in me and I in you, that they 
also may be in us, that the world may believe that you sent me.  (Jn 17:20-21)
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Chapter 32 Cumulative Review

1. Date Review: Write the dates for the following events:
_1429__ - St. Joan lifts the siege at Orleans
_1453_ - End of the Hundred Years War
_1453_ - End of the Byzantine Empire
_1454_ - Gutenburg makes the first printed copies of the Bible
_1487_ - End of the War of the Roses
_1492_ - End of the Reconquista
_1498_ - Vasco da Gama sails to India

2.   Vocabulary: Match each word with its definition.
1. Sultan —> d) a) the four basic fluids of the body according to medieval medicine

2. navigator —> c) b) a family of Turkish rulers

3. Ottomans —>b) c) a person who knows a lot about sailing

4. natural law—>e) d) a religious Ottoman leader and king

5. humors —> a) e) the order and design of God found in nature

3. Who Am I?
1. The Kublai Khan made me a minister of his great Mongol empire. ___Marco Polo__ 

(Ch. 31)
2. I imprisoned my nephews in a tower so I could become king. __King Richard III__ 

(Ch. 29)
3. I founded a famous school for sailors because I wanted to find a new way to the Far 

East. __Prince Henry the Navigator__ (Ch. 31)
4. I married a princess from the House of York and ended the War of the Roses. 

___King Henry VII___ (Ch. 29)
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Chapter 33 Questions

1. What were the differences between Brunelleschi’s sculpture and Ghiberti’s 
sculpture? List at least three.

Brunelleschi’s sculpture was stiff; Ghiberi’s sculpture showed movement. 
Brunelleschi’s was one-dimensional, Ghibert’s had perspective.
Brunelleschi’s did not have much of a background, Ghiberti’s did.
Ghiberti’s style was classical, in the style of the Greeks and Romans, 
Brunelleschi’s was not.

2. How did the fall of Constantinople effect art and architecture?
After the fall of Constantinople, many Greeks went to Italy because they did not 
want to live under Muslim rule. They brought their ancient manuscripts with them. 
Greek and Latin scholars learned from eachother and there was a renewed 
interest in the the work of the ancient Greeks and Romans. Thus, Greek and 
Roman art, literature, and philosophy were widely studied and imitated.

3. Which type of art do you prefer? Art from the Middle Ages or art from the 
Renaissance? Give two reasons why.
Answers will vary. Here is an example:
I personally prefer Renaissance art because in Renaissance paintings, people 
look more realistic and they smile more. The people in Medieval art often look so 
sad and serious. Also, in Renaissance art, there is more movement, whereas 
Medieval art is so stiff.
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Final Review
A) Can you remember these dates by memory?

1. __313_ - The Roman Empire is split into eastern and western halves
2. __380__ - Theodosius makes Christianity the official religion of the Roman Empire
3. __476__ - Collapse of the Roman Empire
4. __496_ - Baptism of Clovis
5. __529__ - St. Benedict establishes a monastery at Monte Cassino
6. __597__ - Pope Gregory I sends Augustine to England
7. __732__ - Charles Martel defeats the Moors at the Battle of Tours
8. __800__ - Charlemagne is crowned Holy Roman Emperor
9. __886__ - Alfred the Great drives the Danes out of Wessex
10. _1066__ - Duke William of Normandy conquers Saxon England
11. _1099__ - The First Crusade captures Jerusalem
12. _1187__ - Saladin recaptures Jerusalem
13. _1208__ - St. Francis founds the Order of Friars Minor
14. _1214__ - Our Lady gives St. Dominic the Rosary
15. _1270__ - St. King Louis IX dies on crusade
16. _1348__ - The Black Death devastates Europe
17. _1429__ - St. Joan lifts the siege at Orleans
18. _1453__ - End of Hundred Years War AND End of the Byzantine Empire
19. _1454_ - Gutenburg makes the first printed copies of the Bible
20. _1492_ - End of the Reconquista
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B) Who Am I?
1. I legalized Christianity in the Roman Empire. __Constantine__ (Ch. 1)
2. I was a Doctor of the Church form Hippo, Africa. _St. Augustine__ (Ch. 2)
3. I compiled all the laws of the Roman Empire and write the Justinian Code. __Justinian I___ 

(Ch. 3)
4. I sent Maurus to save Brother Placid from drowning. __St. Benedict__ (Ch. 4)
5. I founded a monastery school on Aran Mor, where many kings, nobles, and saints were 

educated. _St. Enda__ (Ch. 5)
6. I was a Burgundian Princess who married Clovis. _St. Clotilde__ (Ch. 6)
7. I was a very short noble who captured the Merovingian King Childeric, cut off his long hair, 

and became King of the Franks. _Pepin the Short__ (Ch.8)
8. I fearlessly chopped down Thor’s Oak. ___St. Boniface____ (Ch. 9)
9. I accidentally burned the cakes of a peasant woman while I was deep in thought about 

fighting the Danes. ___Alfred the Great____ (Ch. 10)
10. St. Michael the Archangel burned a hole in my head so I would not forget to build an Abbey 

on a cliff. __St. Aubert___ (Ch. 11)
11. I captured Jerusalem at the First Crusade but refused to be crowned king. __Duke Godfrey 

of Bouillon____ (Ch. 13)
12. I insisted on choosing the Pope. ___Otto the Great___ (Ch. 14)
13. I was the saintly King of France who died while on the Third Crusade. __St. King Louis 

IX__ (Ch. 16)
14. I wrote the Divine Comedy. __Dante Alighieri_ (Ch. 18)
15. I was the founder of the Friars Minor and was graced with the Stigmata. ___St. Francis of 

Assisi___ (Ch. 21)
16. I was the brilliant Dominican who wrote the Summa Theologiae. _St. Thomas Aquinas__ 

(Ch. 22)
17. I sent a band of thugs to kidnap and beat up the Pope. __King Philip IV_ (Ch. 24)
18. I wrote letters to the Pope urging him to return the Papacy to Rome. __St. Catherine of 

Siena__ (Ch. 25)
19. I was the peasant girl who led the French Army against the English in the Hundred Years 

War.__St. Joan of Arc__ (Ch. 28)
20. I was the inventor of the movable type printing press. __Johannes Gutenburg__ (Ch. 30)
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Map and Image Citations

All maps courtesy of d-maps.com, unless otherwise noted.
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